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Dear Reader,
Are you or someone
you know suffering
from one of these?

Opening
this Fall

• Major Depression
• Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
• Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
• Suicide Ideation
• Fibromyalgia
Ketamine or Intravenous (IV) Ketamine infusion therapy may be the solution. This approach has emerged
as a treatment option for a variety of psychiatric conditions including major depression, bipolar depression,
severe postpartum depression, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and obsessive-compulsive disorder
(OCD), and it has had very encouraging results for treating Fibromyalgia.
Ketamine is FDA approved for use in anesthesia and has been used safely for more than 50 years.
It does not cause a complete loss of consciousness or depress your heart/lung function like many
anesthetics and pain relievers. Patients that have received Ketamine infusions are reporting amazing
results after only a few treatments. Instead of waiting six weeks for standard antidepressants to
possibly work, Ketamine can improve mood and other symptoms in the matter of days. The treatment
protocol requires two treatments per week for a total of three weeks.
After a thorough screening, our Medical Physician at the Ketamine Holistic Wellness Center takes
a complete History and Physical on all patients. We also encourage each patient inquiring about this
treatment to be under the care of a mental health professional.
Our anesthesia health care providers are Board Certified and bring years of anesthesia experience
in a modern science-based medicine approach. They are well versed and knowledgeable in the use
of Ketamine and are fully certified by the American Heart Association of Basic Life Support (BLS),
Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS), and Pediatric Advance Life Support (PALS).
The staff at the Ketamine Holistic Wellness Center is dedicated to the treatment of mental health,
utilizing a wide variety of treatment modalities, including:

Float Spas • Massage Therapy • Chromo (LED) Light Therapy
Myers Cocktails (IV Therapy) • B12 and B12 (Mic) IM Shots
Our holistic approach focuses on the individual needs of the client.

I invite you to visit our Ketamine Holistic Wellness
Center in Satellite Beach coming this fall!
Yours in Health,

Sonia Negron, Owner
CRNA/ARNP, MS, MSHA
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ome on Callie,
it’s time to go
to work!” After
breakfast, my cat will
wait nearby until I head
to my office. She runs
ahead ensuring sure she
is the first one there and
then establishes herself in
her favorite spot. I have a
rectangular wicker basket
which holds manila folders. About a year ago, she decided it would
work much better as a cat bed. After her morning nap, she likes to
sit by my computer and watch the movement of my cursor, offering
help when necessary. My cat is very perceptive, when I am feeling
tired she likes to taunt me with little kitty snores: a great motivator to
complete my task so I can join her.
In our Natural Pet article, Feline Workforce, author Sandra Murphy
shares, “Some cats started their careers in barns with minimal job
opportunities. With updated skills, they now boost office morale,
encourage reading, promote products and provide therapy.” My office
cat excels at morale and soothing therapy. She doesn’t pay much
attention to deadlines however, if she needs a head scratch break it
is going to happen. “Even when comfort breaks are hard to schedule,
insistent cats cannot be ignored,” says Murphy.
This issue is filled with thought-provoking articles. Discover how
open-hearted journeys can take unexpected paths [page 22]. Build
stronger bones by learning how bone responds to exercise [page 26].
Experiment with fermented foods and try the recipes in our Conscious
Eating column [page 28]. And explore how school children are
learning to calm themselves with meditation [page 32]. October
is Breast Cancer Awareness month, so consider a thermography
screening for prevention and to raise your own awareness [page 20].
As we move into Fall, I hope you enjoy soothing moments with your
pets and loved ones.

Here’s to our pets that enrich our lives!
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newsbriefs
Open House at Health For Life Wellness Centers

Reiki Certification
3-Day Weekend

K

umari Mullin,
owner of
Kumari Healing,
Inc, is offering a
Reiki Certification
Weekend on
November 4
through 6 at the
Synergy Institute.
The Usui System
of Natural Healing will be taught
with Reiki I held Saturday, Reiki
II on Sunday and Reiki Advanced
Immersion on Monday.
The Usui System of Natural Healing or
Reiki can be a personal tool for healing
and growth, a way to give vital energy
to others, or a gentle complementary
therapy in holistic medicine.
“A Reiki treatment supports the
whole person physically, emotionally,
mentally and spiritually and heals the
core issue,” says Mullin. “It is simple to
learn and can be applied in a clinical
setting, given as self-treatments, or used
as a ‘home remedy’ to enhance health
and emotional well-being.”
Reiki II students will learn sacred
symbols to increase their healing
power, send long-distance healing
and a technique to address the root
causes of imbalances.
“Reiki II deepens your connection and
awareness of your innate healing abilities
and gives you specific techniques to
enable you to expand your practice and
improve your results,” says Mullin.
Advanced Immersion will support
and nurture Reiki II students to deepen
their path as holistic healers, and
learn how to use Reiki for animals,
to increase abundance, intuition,
intentions and more.
Location: Synergy Institute, 735
Commerce Center Dr, Ste C, Sebastian.
Kumari Mullin has 25 years experience.
All courses are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and 7 CEUs are offered for FL massage
therapists. For more information, visit
KumariHealing.com/reikicertification or
call 772-589-9803. See ad, page 43.
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H

ealth For Life Wellness Centers is pleased to invite you to their annual Open
House on Thursday, October 19, from 1 to 5 p.m. at the Melbourne location
and on Thursday, October 26, from 1 to 5 p.m. at the Cocoa Beach location.
This is a free event during which attendees will meet practitioners, enjoy guest
speakers, join in educational conversations and have the opportunity to take
advantage of special purchase options exclusive to this event. Each professional
will present a brief, informative discussion on topics including acupuncture, skin
care, well care for your pets and much more.
Refreshments will be served. For those unable to attend, a $50 deposit made
by October 12 will reserve the special purchase options.
Locations: Health For Life Wellness Centers, 402 N Babcock St, Ste 101,
Melbourne and 1727 N Atlantic Ave, Cocoa Beach. Space is limited. Reservations
required by calling 321-259-0555. For more information, call or email
Reception@HealthForLifeWellnessCenters.com. Visit HealthForLifeWellnessCenters.com
or Facebook.com/HealthForLifeWellnessCenters.

Sutra Yoga & Barre Offers Unlimited Classes

S

utra Yoga & Barre is a Yoga Alliance registered school offering daily
yoga and barre classes, workshops and trainings with an accessible
approach to body-mind wellbeing.
“If you are new to Sutra, become a member for just $49 and
enjoy one month of unlimited yoga and barre classes to find what
works best for you,” says owner Janay Zukerman.
Sutra Yoga & Barre hosts a 200-hour Yoga Teacher
Training two to three times per year for prospective teachers
and advancing practitioners. “We aspire to serve the
community of Saint Lucie with a beautiful space and inspired
teaching for optimal wellbeing,” says Zukerman.
Location: 270 NW Peacock Blvd., Saint Lucie West,
just south of the post office. Find daily class schedule and description online at
SutraYoga.us. For more information, call 772-336-0966.

2018 Natural Living Directory
y
Coming in January

N

atural Awakenings magazine presents the 2018
Natural Living Directory. This special edition will
hit the streets in January and is an issue readers will
want to keep year-round. This handy reference will be
your guide to healthy living and a healthy planet – your
natural phone book.
“Each year an issue is transformed into a convenient
reference guide to natural health, sustainable living,
and healthy choices,” shares publisher Kris Urquhart.
“Make sure to pick up your issue or link to our digital version
ersion
online for easy reference.”
For advertising information or to submit listings visit www.my-NA.com/NLD or
call 321-426-0080 for details. Sign up by November 3 and save with the early
bird discount. See ad, page 24.
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12th Annual Purses with a
Purpose Luncheon

Natural Healthcare Options

T

he “Purses with a Purpose” luncheon, a major fund raiser for
Serene Harbor Domestic Violence Center, will be held at the
Hilton Melbourne Rialto Place on October 13th from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. The luncheon features a live auction of new designer
purses, silent auction, raffles, vendors and guest speaker Melissa
Dohme Hill, a domestic violence survivor.
“Melissa is a true inspiration asset to the domestic violence
prevention community,” states Beverly DeMeyer, Director of
Marketing. She will share her story, offer information for survivors
of domestic violence, and educate others on how they can
help. She has shared her story with thousands of people, speaking
at various domestic violence events, conferences, high schools,
and colleges. Hill has been featured in national and international
publications and television shows, including: People Magazine,
48 HOURS “Live to Tell”, Inside Edition, Good Morning America,
Today Show, BBC News, Fox News, CNN and many more.
There is a happy ending to Hill’s story: in March of 2016
she married one of the EMT’s who helped save her life.
“All money raised during this fundraising event goes directly
to the survivors we support and the programs and services we
offer,” assures DeMeyer.
If you have any question, contact Beverly DeMeyer at
321-726-0402 or BDeMeyer.SereneHarbor@Outlook.com.

Specializing in:

Consultations
by Donation

• All-natural products:
tinctures, salves,
syrups & capsules
• Customized herbal
remedies & teas
• Herbal/Nutritional classes

• Unique jewelry
& gemstones
• Essential oils
• Organic bulk herbs

Store Hours:
Wed– Fri 10am-5pm
Saturday 11am-3pm

321-757-7522
277 N. Babcock St. • Melbourne

HerbCorner.net

Cecelia Avitabile

Certified Master Herbalist
& Nutritional Consultant

Aquarian Dreams Celebrates 31-Year
Anniversary

O

n Saturday, October 7,
Aquarian Dreams in
Indialantic will celebrate its 31year anniversary with an Open
House and Gathering. Meet and
connect with all the Aquarian Dreamers, Lightworkers, healers
and teachers, along with live entertainment and demonstrations,
vegetarian snacks and herbal tea, healings, readings, gifts and
prizes. Classes and demonstrations scheduled from 1 to 5 p.m.
include: crystal bowls, yoga demonstrations, yoga classes,
acupuncture, meditation, hypnotherapy, astrology, kirtan and
more. Mark Anthony, author of Evidence of Eternity will present
at 3:15 p.m. In addition, there will be free Reiki, Deeksha and
Energy Healings all day. The event is free.
Founder/owner of Aquarian Dreams, Cheri Hart, started when
her children were just 5, 8 and 10. After going through various
transformations, relocations, and growth, her business remains
a family business. Her eldest son, Jamin, is an acupuncture
physician. Daughter Shana helps run Aquarian Dreams and her
son Teren is a massage therapist and a yoga teacher at Aquarian
Dreams. The business also runs The Lightworker Community
Center, a not-for-profit healing, meditation and learning center.
“Aquarian Dreams remains dedicated to the service of our
community,” said Hart. “We continue to offer products and
services for a healthy, conscious lifestyle.”
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495, Cheri@AquarianDreams.com,
AquarianDreams.com. See ad, page 3.

Stop by today
s Fresh Fruit and Veggies
s Organic Spices and Tea
s Extra Virgin Olive Oil
s Balsamic Vinegar

Summer Hours:
Mon-Thu 9-6 · Fri-Sat 9-5

NeWLocation

2015 Oslo Rd & 20th Ave
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772-494-3770

JayBee’s
Produce
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newsbriefs
Five Element Qigong
Workshop in Fort Pierce

A

Anti-aging Treatments
Available in Stuart

D

eborah DeMarta, MD, owner of
the Institute of Colorectal Health
& Wellness, is pleased to offer laser
and broadband light treatments to help
return a youthful appearance to the
skin without plastic surgery or fillers.
The Forever Young BBL (broadband
light) addresses vascular veins and
capillaries, rosacea, sun damage, fine
lines and wrinkles, as well as laxity
of the skin. Dr. DeMarta recommends
three to four maintenance treatments
per year to retain skin that is free of
sun damage and to promote collagen.
“The Halo hybrid fractional
laser makes it possible to improve
the tone and texture of the skin,”
says Dr. DeMarta. “It also removes
discoloration, reduces pore size,
and encourages more collagen to
form, which tightens skin. Older skin
resurfacing lasers made the face red,
swollen and puffy and required a
seven- to ten-day recovery period.
The Halo only requires a 72-hour
downtime and with the broadband
light laser patients can immediately
return to activities.”
Dr. DeMarta is a board-certified
Colorectal Surgeon who specializes in
Integrative, Functional, Anti-Aging and
Aesthetic Medicine. She uses a holistic
approach to help patients return to
wellness and feel their best.
The Institute of Colorectal
Health & Wellness is located at 218
Atlanta Avenue, in Stuart. For more
information, call 772-539-9556 or visit
InstituteHealthWellness.com. See ad,
page 47.
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my Dahan is pleased to present the Five
Element Qigong Workshop on Saturday,
October 21 from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. at Unity of
Fort Pierce.
Qigong (pronounced chee-kung) is an ancient
exercise system, and one of the branches of
Traditional Chinese Medicine. “The simple,
meditative movements of Qigong gently massage
the body, relax the mind, and refresh the spirit,”
says Dahan. “Qigong will be our vehicle, and
Five Element Theory will be our roadmap as we
explore the relationships between the human
experience and the environment. Each Element (metal, water, wood, fire and
earth) corresponds to an internal organ system, and each organ system has
associated emotions, virtues, and internal and external expressions that can be
stimulated with movement, thought, taste, color and sound.”
The Five Element Qigong Workshop is designed to introduce participants
to the basic foundation of Traditional Chinese Medicine, teach participants a
series of simple yet profound movements to optimize health and well-being,
utilize healing sounds and colors to enhance the movements and make
continued practice easy with illustrated hand-outs and follow-up sessions.
Workshop presenter Amy Dahan is a professional member of the National
Qigong Association, and has earned certifications from the Supreme Science
Foundation, the Cloudwalker Place, and the Institute of Integral Tai Chi and
Qigong. Amy also teaches Tai Chi Easy in Stuart and Fort Pierce.
Unity of Fort Pierce, 3414 Sunrise Blvd., Fort Pierce. $60 in advance,
$75 at the door. For more information and advance registration, visit
ThreeKeysTaiChi.com, or call 772-475-7561. See ad, page 45.

Natural Parenting Fair in Eau Gallie

T

he 6th annual Natural Parenting Fair,
produced by the Space Coast La Leche
League, will be held Saturday, November
4 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Eau Gallie
Arts District in Melbourne. This free family
event will include vendors, family activities,
food trucks, a silent auction and goody bags
(while supplies last).
Attendees can enjoy a variety of
vendors which range from doulas and childbirth educators, to natural skin
care lines and handmade children’s clothes and toys. Learn about many
natural products and services; attend the essential oil demonstrations and
participate in a breastfeeding Q&A. Kids can experience bounce houses, face
painters, children’s music and dancing and more. Food will be available from
Coastal Kitchen, Cruisin’ Cuisine, and Chicken Waffle Grill so families can
come and enjoy the day.
“I can’t wait to bring the fair to downtown Eau Gallie!” says event
coordinator Ashton Gelzinis. “I think it’s a great location for us to grow and
showcase more local businesses and reach more families.”
Register online at NaturalParentingFair.com. See ad, page 41.
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Vero Vino Wine &
Food Festival

U

nity Spiritual Center of Vero
Beach is holding The Vero Vino
Wine & Food Festival to raise funds
for the Boys and Girls Clubs of Indian
River County. The festival will be
celebrated November 18 from 4 to
6 p.m. at the Vero Beach Downtown
Heritage Center. It will be an intimate
affair featuring an array of exquisite
wines with gourmet food pairings by
Wild Thyme Catering. For non-wine
drinkers, they will have beer from
the Walking Tree Brewery. The Indian
River Charter Jazz band will provide a
backdrop of live music for the event.
Advanced ticket purchase required.
Location: Vero Beach Heritage
Center, 2140 14th Ave. Cost: $50. Visit
VeroVinoFestival.com for tickets, details
and sponsorship opportunities.

Psychic Fair in
Vero Beach

S

park of Divine, LLC Healing and
Learning Center is hosting a Psychic
Fair from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on October
21 for a divinely fun-filled day.
The event will host psychic readers
and demonstrations throughout the
day. Modalities will include tarot,
stones, psychic intuitives, astrology,
medium-ship and aura photography.
The last reading will be booked no
later than 4:45 p.m.
Spark of Divine offers a small retail
store for every metaphysical need
with candles, incense, crystals, drums,
cards, CDs, statuary, jewelry, Tools of
Evolution and more.
Location: Spark of Divine, 1789 Old
Dixie Hwy, downtown Vero Beach on
the corner of 18th Street and Old Dixie.
For more information and a calendar of
events, visit SparkOfDivine.com or call
772-257-6499.

Take Charge of Your Health…

with Meditherm DITI

DIGITAL INFRARED THERMAL IMAGING

Thermography is:
• Radiation free
• Painless
• Non-Invasive
• Time efficientScan takes less
than 10 minutes
• F.D.A. registered
• Cost effective
Guaranteed

BEST
PRICE!
Contact us today to schedule your thermal imaging scan!
We can detect abnormalities and changes in the
early stages when they are easiest to correct!

For Your Health Thermal Imaging, LLC
Suntree Business Center
3270 Suntree Blvd, Ste A-128, Melbourne

321-987-7893

YourThermalHealth.com
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newsbriefs
Nathan Thorpe Joins No
Worries Natural Medicine

N

Seminar: How the
Seasons Affect Our
Health

S

hi-Min
Shaw will
present “How
the Seasons of
the Year Affect
our Health” on
Tuesday, October
24 at 6:30 p.m.
in Melbourne.
Shaw, an Acupuncture Physician
practicing at Ni’s Chinese Medical
Center, will discuss the relationship
between Traditional Chinese
Medicine and the seasons of the
year. “You will learn how the seasons
can have a profound effect on our
well-being, how we are greatly
influenced by climatic changes and
how important it is for us to live in
harmony with them,” says Shaw.
The ancient Chinese used
the 5 elements of our external
environment; wood, fire, earth,
metal and water to describe how
our internal environment functions.
Each of those elements corresponds
to a season, a color, a time of day,
as well as aspects of the individual,
such as emotions, activities, internal
organs and senses. “The best way to
stay healthy according to Chinese
medicine, is learning about the
nature of each season and living in
harmony with it,” says Shaw.
Location: Ni’s Chinese Medical
Center, 1250 W. Eau Gallie Blvd,
Ste H, Melbourne. For more
information, call 321-757-9731 or
visit DrBoNi.com. See ad, page 37.
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o Worries Natural Medicine welcomes
Nathan Thorpe, Licensed Massage Therapist
and Shamanic Healer, to the wellness center. “As
a Shamanic Healer, Nathan is able to perceive
and traverse unseen realms. With the help of
spirit guides and power animals, he can bring
transformation and healing on a deep level,” says
owner Marcela Bowie.
Thorpe is trained in Ayurveda, Ayurvedic body
therapy, sound healing and herbalism. He offers
a variety of services in each of the areas he is
trained. Shamanic healing includes: illumination, soul retrieval, chakra
clearing/balancing, extraction of intrusive energies or entities, destiny
retrieval, power animal retrieval and more. Ayurvedic body therapy
includes Kansa and Abhyanga. Sound healing services are singing
bowls, vocal harmonics, mantra and medicine songs. Massage options
are intuitive massage, myofascial, Swedish, and Aromatouch. Thorpe
offers herbal remedies including tinctures, essential oils, salves, teas for a
variety of conditions.
No Worries Natural Medicine is located at 325 5th Ave, Ste 205,
Indialantic. For more information, call 321-961-8243 or visit
NoWorriesNaturalMedicine.com. See ad, page 32. (MA87510)

Nutrition Smart Customer
Appreciation Day

O

n Saturday, October 21st Nutrition Smart,
Natural Organic Grocery and Vitamins,
will hold their bi-annual Customer Appreciation
Day. Not only will they be offering the Best
Discount of The Year, but there also will be a
full list of free activities planned throughout
the day, such as: Kids Cooking Class, Vegan
Cooking Class, Mini Massages, Health & Fitness
Assessments, Prize Wheel, Gift Basket Raffles,
Free Product Sampling and more. The first 100
customers will receive a free goodie bag full
of free samples! The store opens at 9 a.m. The
event will last until doors close at 9 p.m.
Marketing Coordinator, Philys Huffstickler loves planning this event
every year. “It gives us a chance to dedicate the day to our customers and
show them how much we appreciate their business by providing great
discounts, free health services, product sampling, raffle prizes and more,”
says Huffstickler.
Nutrition Smart features an extensive selection of organic foods, natural
groceries, vitamins, supplements and juice bar all at affordable prices. “It is
truly a one-stop shop for all your nutritional needs,” says Huffstickler.
Nutrition Smart is located at 464 SW Port St. Lucie Blvd, Port St Lucie in the
Coco Vista Plaza. For more information, visit NutritionSmart.com, email Philys
Huffstickler at PHuffstickler@NutritionSmart.com or call 772-323-2222.
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New Look for Natural
Awakenings Magazine

Solar Power
Seminar: Before and
After the Storm

N

atural Awakenings magazine is sporting a new look. After being unveiled
in Florida’s Collier/Lee edition that serves
Naples and Fort Myers—the first of a family
of magazines that has grown to encompass
85 U.S. cities, Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic—in July, the new logo
and cover design will appear in all editions
starting in October.
Other design elements are expected to
be refreshed in the near future to align with
the evolution of the national content already
underway. The plans were announced at the
Natural Awakenings’ Publishers Conference in Orlando in May.
“We’ve kept up with new, cutting-edge trends and developments in all
areas of sustainable, healthy living through the years, so it’s only natural
for our look to also evolve,” says Sharon Bruckman, CEO and founder of
Natural Awakenings Publishing Corporation. “The new cover format enables
us to highlight more of the content offered inside the issue. The changes also
reflect the success of our mission in supporting the presence and growth of
the natural living movement to the point where it’s beneficially influencing
mainstream media content.”
Launched by Bruckman with a single magazine in 1994, Natural Awakenings
is now one of the largest, free, local, healthy lifestyle publications worldwide,
serving approximately 3.5 million readers.
For more information, visit NaturalAwakeningsMag.com. See ad, page 59.

A

multi-part seminar on the use of
solar energy in Florida will be
held on October 24th from 6 p.m.
to 7:30 p.m. at the Cocoa Beach
Library. The seminar is open to the
public and is perfect for current solar
energy users and those interested in
learning more about solar options.
Presenters will cover several solar use
topics including how solar came to
the rescue during and after hurricane
Irma. Attendees will also get a sneak
preview of the upcoming annual
solar tour planned for October 28th.

Bone Makers Wellness
Class Resumes

V

icki Buckley, creator and lead
instructor of Bone Makers for Healthy
Bones and Body, is pleased to announce
classes have resumed after a summer
break. She is an AFAA certified senior
group fitness instructor and designed this
small group wellness class to improve bones, balance, posture and memory.
The class serves Brevard’s osteoporosis and joint challenged boomer, senior
populations. It is perfect for those who are: graduates of physical therapy, reentering an exercise routine, concerned about not re-injuring a favored joint or
spine, suffering from arthritis, seeking to try natural means before medication,
or wishing as caregivers they could exercise with their loved ones.
As an added plus, Bone Makers is personalized for your current ability,
creates body awareness and engages you with others in class. “The pattern
walking is meant to connect you with others as it tests your cross-brain motor
planning. There is time to support, socialize and refresh one another between
class segments,” says Buckley. The class ends with PACE, a meditative mindful
posture with incorporated healthy visualizations and wellness suggestions.
Cost: $8 drop-in or $30 per month punch pass. Small group exercise
wellness classes are held at three locations: Satellite Beach (Monday 10:45
a.m., DSR Center), Melbourne (Wednesday, 9:30 a.m., Wickham Senior
Center) and Merritt Island (Friday, 10:30 a.m., Hobbs Pharmacy). For more
information, call Vicki Buckley at 321-759-4962.

Ray Osborne of A1A Research
will share stories of how solar power
was used during the storm and give a
slide presentation of solar usage with
both residents and local businesses.
Pictures from previous solar tours
include a ground-mounted solar array,
a solar parking canopy, a utilityowned solar farm, roof-top solar
arrays and solar components used to
provide power during a storm.
Bill Young, representing
the Florida Renewable Energy
Association, will discuss solar
electric emergency power systems
– an option for when the grid goes
down. Photovoltaic (solar) power
systems with storage are similar to an
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS),
providing a seamless transition
from utility power to homes
and businesses. Learn about the
advantages of photovoltaic systems
compared to fossil fuel generators.
Location: Cocoa Beach Public
Library, 550 N Brevard Ave, Cocoa
Beach. For more information,
email SolarUsers@gmail.com or call
904-290-1513.
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healthbriefs

Spirulina
Reduces
Weight and
Cholesterol

Valentyn Volkov /Shutterstock.com

R

esveratrol is a natural substance
found in grapes, peanuts,
blueberries and other foods that’s
known for its heart-protective nature.
Researchers believe it may also help
promote eye health, including prevention
of glaucoma, cataracts and macular
degeneration, but not much is known about
its presence in the eyes. Scientists from Tongji
Medical College, in China, set out to measure the
concentration of trans-resveratrol
in the eyes after oral supplementation.
Three daily doses of Longevinex, an oral
trans-resveratrol-based capsule supplement,
was administered to 35 adults prior to eye surgery
on one of their eyes, and tissue samples of the
conjunctiva, aqueous humor and vitreous humor were
taken. Researchers measured the tissues for resveratrol
concentration to determine how much of the supplement penetrated the eyes.
Resveratrol metabolites were detected in the conjunctiva of
25 of the eyes, indicating that the beneficial substance does pass through the brain.

S

pirulina platensis, a singlecelled blue-green algae used in
supplements, is often taken for the
prevention and treatment of chronic
diseases. A new study from Tabriz
University of Medical Sciences, in
Iran, tested the efficacy of spirulina
supplementation on the body mass
index (BMI), weight and cholesterol
levels of 64 obese adults between
the ages of 20 and 50.

IVL/Shutterstock.com

Resveratrol
May Help
Eye Health

Music Soothes Pain
after Surgery
Tyler Olson/Shutterstock.com

R

esearchers from the Louis Armstrong
Center for Music and Medicine at Mount
Sinai Hospital, in New York City, studied the
impact of music therapy on 60 patients that had
undergone spinal fusion surgery. Half received
a 30-minute music therapy session, along with
standard postoperative care, within 72 hours of
surgery. The other half received only standard care.
The scientists used the visual analog scale to
measure pain before and after music therapy in
both groups concurrently. The patients receiving
music therapy experienced average pain level
reductions from 6.2 to 5.09, while the control
group averaged slight increases in pain, from 5.2
to 5.87.
“The degree of change in the music group is notable for having been achieved
by non-pharmacologic means, with little chance of adverse effects,” explains
Center Director and study co-author Joanne Loewy. “Pain is subjective and
personal, and warrants an individualized approach to care. Certified, licensed
music therapists can tailor treatment to each patient’s musical preferences and
address their pain level.”
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Subjects were divided
into intervention and placebo
groups. The intervention group
took twice-daily supplements of
Spirulina platensis for 12 weeks.
BMI, fasting blood samples and
lipid profiles were assessed at the
beginning and end of the study,
and food intake and appetite
were reported daily.
The scientists found more
than double the reductions in
both body weight and BMI in
the spirulina group, compared
to the control group. In addition,
reductions in both total cholesterol
and appetite were found in the
intervention group.
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R

esearchers from
the Creighton
University School
of Nursing, in
Omaha, Nebraska,
studied 2,303 healthy
postmenopausal women
to determine whether a
link between vitamin D and
cancer existed. The treatment
group comprised 1,156 women
receiving 2,000 International Units
(IU) of vitamin D3 and 1,500
milligrams of calcium per day
for four years. The 1,147 women in the
control group received placebos for the same duration.
Within the study timeframe, 64 women from the placebo
group were diagnosed with some form of cancer, while
only 49 subjects from the treatment group faced a cancer
diagnosis. This represents a small, but significant reduction in
the cancer rate for those taking vitamin D3. Further analyses
of the levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D in the blood revealed
that the women that developed cancer had substantially lower
levels of this vitamin than the subjects that remained healthy.

Jonathan Vasata/Shutterstock.com

Aleksandra Gigowska/Shutterstock.com

Vitamin D plus Calcium 3 Herbal “E’s” for
Lowers Cancer Risk
Cold and Flu Season
by Laura Olson

A

s we notice daylight
change and the evening
temperature drop a few
degrees, we feel Fall upon
us. Unfortunately, we’re not
the only ones excited for
the cooler months ahead;
bacteria, viruses, and
microbes take advantage
of the cooler temperatures
as well. Scientists have
determined that as our environment cools, so does our
internal temperature, lowering our immune system, and
providing the perfect situation for cold, flu, and upperrespiratory infections to take over. Being armed with some
simple facts, plus a healthy diet and lifestyle, can get you
and your family through the season, unscathed.

E

chinacea is first on the list for good reason.
Echinacea is backed by years of scientific studies
on its efficacy as an immune-stimulant and beginningphase anti-bacterial. Additionally, it aids in inflammation
reduction, resistance to disease, treats fungal infections
and a long list of various micro-organisms. Echinacea is
a great remedy to avoid getting sick this season and will
speed recovery if taken in the very beginning of a cold,
flu, or upper-respiratory infection. It is safe for all ages
and pregnancy, but is not recommended for those with
auto-immune diseases.

E

lderberry is a widely popular herbal remedy for
effectively treating upper-respiratory infections,
colds, the flu, sore throat, and supporting the immune
system during infection. Often misused as a remedy
to avoid sickness, Elderberry is a potent anti-microbial
and can be safely used by all ages during an illness.

Banning Trans Fats
Lowers Heart Attacks

E

leven counties in New York instituted restrictions on
trans fatty acids in restaurants in 2007. Researchers from
Yale University School of Medicine used data from the New
York State Department of Health statewide Planning and
Research Cooperative System and U.S. Census population
estimates to determine the impact of these restrictions
on the health of the community; they compared the 11
counties that had the restrictions to 25 counties without
them. The scientists concluded that hospital heart attack
admissions were significantly lower for the 11 counties with
the restrictions.

E

lecampane is a potent remedy for cough and chest
congestion, yet gentle enough for children. Its
numbing action and antimicrobial nature, makes it
a choice remedy for sore throats, wet cough, aching
lungs, upper-respiratory infections, and its powerful
medicinal actions are able to treat even drug-resistant
respiratory infections. Elecampane is not recommended
for use during pregnancy or nursing.
Laura Olson, Native Herbologist and owner of
euFLoria healing LLC, organically grows and offers
chemical-free, potent, herbal remedies for the whole
family. For more information, call 772-418-2200 or visit
euFloriaHealing.com. See ad, page 11.

Author’s Note: Always do your own research; herbal
medicine is not FDA approved and is used at your own risk.
natural awakenings
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globalbriefs
News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work together
in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all.

Fare Price
The easiest way to save money on airfare is by being flexible,
because flying on certain days at certain times can be
more affordable. Shopping among airports and carriers
can also yield dividends, perhaps leaving from one
airport and returning to another or combining airlines
based on the lowest available rates for legs of the
trip. Off hours for flying are very early in the
morning or late at night; keep looking for deals
right up to the deadline.
Airlines send deals and special offers
to those that sign up for email alerts. Stay
updated on their social media platforms if
they release special offers to online followers. To avoid incrementally increasing
prices and falling victim to some packagers’ tactics of dynamic pricing and
tracking computer searches, clear the browser’s cookies between searches. Try
helpful Travel Apps for smartphones; not only are they mobile, they vary in service
and scope to suit individual needs. Most are free.

Wildlife Wipeout
J. Marijs/Shutterstock.com

Wind Turbines Kill Winged Creatures
Wind turbines make cleaner energy, but
are dangerous to birds and bats. According
to a study in the Wildlife Society Bulletin,
approximately 573,000 birds and 888,000
bats are killed annually by wind turbines,
which are providing increased wind power
capacity nationwide. At one solar power
plant in California, an estimated 3,500 birds
died in just the plant’s first year of operation.
What would help most is offshore turbines and knowledge about migration
routes. The safest place for wind turbines is in the ocean, because songbirds and
bats don’t migrate over such waters. On land, many songbirds fly at night and can’t
see the wind turbines until it’s too late. Once they’ve discovered the unsafe area,
they avoid it. Because migration routes are based on availability of food, water and
resting areas, birds are forced to fly around the turbines, adding miles to their trip
and the burning of more calories.
Estimates of just how many bats are dying each year range from the tens of
thousands to hundreds of thousands. Radar installations help to keep bats away from
the deadly blades. Other remedies include slowing the blades at night to reduce
collisions, which has proved to reduce overall wildlife deaths by 73 percent.
In 2016 the American Wind Energy Association announced voluntary guidelines
to halt turbines during low wind speeds, when bats are most active, to reduce bat
fatalities by 30 percent. With two more industry changes, bat fatalities could drop 90
percent: feathering, or turning the blades parallel to the wind so the turbines don’t
rotate; and higher cut-in speeds so they don’t rotate in light winds.
Take action at NationOfChange.org/petitions/protect-bats-lethal-wind-turbines.
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Eco Sneakers
Biodegradable Reeboks Help
Solve Waste Problem
Reebok is introducing a completely
compostable sneaker designed to
neither harm the environment when
created nor potentially clog a landfill
when discarded. The shoe’s upper
section is made of sustainable organic
cotton, while the sole is derived from
industrially grown corn, harvested when
it’s older and tougher. Even the eyelets
are stitched, using no metal or plastic.

Fast Foodies
Toddlers Routinely Reach
for French Fries
A collaborative
study published
in the journal
Pediatrics
concludes that
toddlers under
the age of 2
are more likely
to eat French
fries than
vegetables on
any given day;
one in four 6-to-11-month-olds and
one in five 1-year-olds consumed no
vegetables at all.
This concerning downward
trend began more than a decade ago.
The percentage of babies and toddlers
eating canned or frozen fruits and
vegetables declined by 10 percent
between 2005 and 2012, and the
consumption of dark, leafy greens
among those under 2 has halved since
2005. Dr. Annemarie Stroustrup, an
associate professor with the Icahn
School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
Hospital, in New York City, says, “You
often have to offer a new food to a
toddler up to 10 times before they
will eat it.”
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Save on Holiday Plane Tickets

Saving Salmon

Alexander Raths/Shutterstock.com

Court Removes
Manmade Barriers
A legal challenge in Washington state
may require spending nearly $2 billion
to restore salmon habitat by removing
barriers that block fish migration. The Ninth
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals has upheld a
2013 ruling ordering the state to fix or replace
hundreds of culverts that allow streams to pass
beneath roads, but block the salmon.
Lorraine Loomis, chair of the Northwest Indian Fisheries
Commission, states, “This is a win for salmon, treaty rights and
everyone that lives here.” The group represents 21 tribes in
western Washington that challenged the state over the culverts in
2001, part of decades-long litigation over tribal fishing rights. She
advises, “Fixing fish-blocking culverts under state roads will open
up hundreds of miles of habitat and result in more salmon.”

Migrating Trees

WathanyuSowong/Shutterstock.com

Forests Shift West with Climate Change
The consequences of climate change are impacting plant species
in unanticipated, but logical ways; for instance, conifers and
other needle trees are moving northward because they are more
sensitive to temperature than flowering, deciduous trees. They
already populate the boreal forest of eastern North America, so
they’re well-adapted to expand into colder, drier conditions.
Individual trees can’t move, but populations
can shift over time as saplings expand into a
new region while older growth dies in another.
A new study published in Science Advances
also shows that about three-quarters of tree
species common to eastern American forests,
including white oaks, sugar maples and
American holly, have shifted their population
centers westward since 1980 due to drier
conditions in the East.
Global warming has significantly altered
rainfall totals. Songlin Fei, a professor of
forestry at Purdue University, in West
Lafayette, Indiana, and one of the study
authors, observes, “Different species are
responding to climate change differently.
Most of the broadleaf species of
deciduous trees are following moisture
that’s moving westward.”
Changes in land use, conservation
efforts, wildfire frequency and the
arrival of pests and blights all play
parts in shifting populations. Forest
ecosystems are defined as much
by the mix of species and the
interaction between them as by the
simple presence of many trees. If different species
migrate in different directions, then ecological
communities could eventually collapse.

PREVENT Breast Cancer
with Thermography
Digital Infrared Thermal Image!
It can detect cancer cells 8-10 years
before mammogram while being:

Non-invasive • Radiation free
Painless • Compression free

NORMAL

Thermography can also detect:
Arthritis
Dental issues
Neck and Back pain
Sinus problems and headaches
Immune Dysfunction,
fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue
Determine the extent of an injury
Unexplained pain
and more

INFLAMMATO

RY

SUSPICIOUS

Call 321-312-0363 for October Specials!

THERMOGRAPHY OF BREVARD
1051 EBER BLVD, STE 102 ThermographyofBrevard.com
MELBOURNE
ThermographySpaceTreasureCoast

FACIAL • $20

1-hour (regularly $30)

MASSAGE • $20
1-hour (regularly $30)

Services
performed by
our students.

1070 S. Wickham Rd • W. Melbourne

(321) 308-8000 • SpaceCoast.edu
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Mold Gold
Decaying Autumn Leaves Feed
Summer Gardens
In many parts of the U.S., autumn
brings fallen leaves, and the benefits of
composting can be extended via leaf molding.
“You get new leaves every year. You don’t
need to take leaves to a landfill or burn
them,” advises Lee Reich, Ph.D., a garden and
orchard consultant in New Paltz, New York
(LeeReich.com). Digging or tilling leaves into
garden beds and containers, using them as
mulch, fosters natural soil conditioning,
supplies beneficial nutrients and enriches
earthworm habitat. PlanetNatural.com
estimates that 50 to 80 percent of tree
nutrients end up in their leaves.
According to FineGardening.com, “Leaf
mold prevents extreme fluctuations in soil
temperature, keeps the soil surface loose so
water penetrates easily, retains soil moisture
by slowing water evaporation and stimulates
biological activity, creating a
microbial environment that helps
thwart pests.”
One method comprises piling
leaves in a corner of the yard or

in a wood or wire bin at least three feet wide
and tall. Thoroughly dampen the entire pile
and let it sit, checking the moisture level
occasionally during dry periods and adding
water if necessary. Another option is to fill
a large plastic bag with leaves and
moisten them. Seal the bag, and
then cut some holes or slits for
airflow. Check every month or two
and add water if the leaves are dry.
Either way, the decomposition process
for most leaves can take six to 12 months;
DIYNatural.com reports that some leaves, like
oak, can take up to three years to decompose.
Hasten the process by mowing
the leaves a couple of times
before adding them to the pile or
bag; turning them over every few
weeks with a shovel or garden
fork; or covering the contained
pile with a plastic tarp to keep
the leaves wetter and warmer.

This Free Lunch
Will Change Your Life
Enjoy a FREE LUNCH and learn about this amazing
painless and precise treatment. Upper Cervical Care
has seen great results with conditions including:

• Allergies & Asthma • Low Back Pain
• High Blood Pressure • Headaches/Migraines

Tuesday, Oct. 10th at 11:30am
276 E. Eau Gallie Blvd. Indian Harbor Beach, FL 32937
Seating is limited. Call (321) 622-4447 to reserve your table.

Dr. Renee Hahn & Dr. Ryan Dalzell, Upper Cervical Chiropractors
1600 W. Eau Gallie Blvd., Ste. 104, Melbourne • (321) 622-4447
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
THYROID ISSUES, FATIGUE, BRAIN FOG,
AUTOIMMUNE CONDITIONS, CHRONIC PAIN
AND/OR DIFFICULTY LOSING WEIGHT?

Exclusive

NATURAL AWAKENINGS
READER’S OFFER

ONLY $67
(NORMALLY $250)!

This offer is available for anyone suffering from
FATIGUE • THINNING HAIR • BRAIN FOG
AUTOIMMUNE CONDITIONS • CHRONIC PAIN
AND/OR DIFFICULTY LOSING WEIGHT

WHAT EXACTLY DOES
THIS OFFER INCLUDE?
An in-depth consultation where we will listen…
really listen!! A functional neurological and metabolic
examination. A thorough analysis of any past health records
including past laboratory results so we can start mapping
out a recovery plan and get to the root cause of any chronic
conditions you may be suﬀering from.
Imagine waking up each morning, jumping out of bed, and
enjoying the day… No more waking up dreading the day!

FIND OUT WHY…
• There is a mechanism usually
ignored by doctors that causes
90% of hypothyroidism in the US
• There are specific foods that
should be avoided at all costs with
thyroid disease
• You still have thyroid symptoms
even when you are taking Synthroid
Nothing gets me more
excited than seeing
someone who has been
chronically suﬀering
getting back to feeling like
the person that they were
before they got sick!

Dr. Steve Alukonis, D.C., DABCO

SPACE COAST
ADVANCED HEALTH
321-783-1960
299 North Orlando Ave • Cocoa Beach

SpaceCoastAdvancedHealth.com
THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR TO BE REIMBURSED FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT
THAT IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISING FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED OR REDUCED FEE, SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Thermography’s Role in

BREAST SCREENING
by Julie Peterson

D

igital infrared thermal
imaging, or thermography,
is becoming more common
as a non-invasive method to monitor
breast health in women of all ages.
Breast thermography uses an infrared
camera, not radiation, to produce
an image of heat distribution in the
breast tissue. The resulting images
can alert a doctor to changes in
breast tissue that could indicate
early signs of cancer, infection,
noncancerous tumors, vascular
disease, fibrocystic disease, mastitis or
other abnormalities.
“Thermography is great for
identifying dysfunction and pathology
by showing the thermal abnormalities
present in the body,” according to
Jessica Schneider, Health Coach at For
Your Health Thermal Imaging, LLC in
Melbourne. “The scans are pain free,
fast, radiation free and non-invasive.”
The simple scan is performed by
a Certified Thermography Technician
(CCT), who has been trained and
certified by the American College
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of Clinical Thermology, which is an
accredited medical association. The
images are interpreted by a medical
doctor who must be board certified as
a thermologist.
According to Barbara Thurman,
Doctor of Oriental Medicine in
Stuart, “Thermography is a safe,
painless, non-invasive screening that
gives women an insight into their
breast health much earlier than a
mammogram or breast self-exam. It
very accurately detects heat caused
by issues such as inflammation, new
blood vessel formation or chemical/
hormonal changes which may be
associated with tumor growth. The
objective is to give women choices
for preventative care, rather than treat
disease.”
It is important to note that a
one-time scan won’t give reliable
information due to the fact that
thermography is only suitable for
monitoring breast health over time.
A baseline for each patient must be
established. This baseline represents a

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

woman’s unique thermal fingerprint,
which can only be altered by
developing pathology. To establish a
baseline, the first images are usually
taken three months apart. After
this, breast screening is generally
recommended every two years for
women between 20 and 30 years old
and then annually after the age of 30.
The non-invasive, non-compression
aspects are important to women who
have dense, fibrous or tender breast
tissue, which makes mammograms
extremely uncomfortable or painful.
Thermography is also safe for those
with breast implants. Some women
have expressed that the fact that
thermography uses no radiation is
their initial reason for seeking the
scan over a mammogram.
“I had multiple patients who were
getting no breast surveillance because
they refused to allow the repetitive
radiation exposure from screening
mammograms. The notion of having a
non-radiation option for surveillance
of changes in the breasts has been a
welcome notion. It’s generally found
to be a pleasant experience,” states
Dr. Donna Ivery, a medical doctor
at HerCare in Titusville. “The ease of
use and skilled interpretations from
board-certified radiologists is the icing
on the cake for me with this service.”
In addition, by performing
thermography scans years before
mammograms are typically
recommended as a screening tool,
women have the advantage of any
breast abnormalities being detected
very early, which can increase
treatment options available and
greatly improve the chance for
positive outcomes.
“Thermography can locate
potential problems before they
become a major health issue, making
it a great screening tool for breast
cancer prevention. Thermography
can show breast cancer cells 8 to
10 years before those cells form
into what would be detectable on a
mammogram,” states Katie Ainsley,
CCT, at Thermography of Brevard
in Melbourne. She was relating her
experience with several patients
who had thermography that detected
cellular changes in breast tissue
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which were subsequently verified as
the very earliest stage of breast cancer,
making them far easier to treat. “I have
also had several patients come in for
thermography who have never had
a mammogram for various reasons. I
enjoy helping women find peace of
mind through the use of comfortable
thermography scans.”

ma, less drama, yoga for everyone
more dhar
Vinyasa

Hatha Yoga

Meditation

Restorative

Foundations

Yin Yoga

Private Sessions

Special Events

compassionate • creative • energetic
yoga instruction
www.YogaFishStuart.com I 772.219.9900 I 569 Central Pkwy. Stuart
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October is
Breast Cancer
Awareness Month
Raise your awareness with a
thermography screening.
To consider thermography as part of
an ongoing breast health monitoring
program, the following practitioners
are available in this area to answer
questions. They also provide very
informative websites.
Katie Ainsley, CCT, 321-312-0363
Thermography of Brevard
1051 Eber Blvd., Ste 102, Melbourne.
ThermographyofBrevard.com
Dr. Donna Ivery (MD), 321-267-3787
HerCare
4346 S Hopkins Ave, Titusville.
HercareofBrevard.com
Jessica Schneider, CCT,
Health Coach, 321-987-7893
For Your Health Thermal Imaging LLC,
3270 Suntree Blvd, Ste A-128, Melbourne.
YourThermalHealth.com
Barbara Thurman, DOM, AP, CCT,
772-781-5353
Acupuncture & Natural Healing Center
Serving the Treasure Coast, call for
screening locations. PointofHealth.com
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Get Healthy—Not HIGH!™
Nature’s Market t 321-724-6936
701 South Apollo Blvd, Melbourne 32953

Vitamin Plus Health Foods Roseland Plaza
t 772-388-3870
13600 US Hwy 1 #2 Sebastian 32958

The Last 7 Years

Independent Clinical

Tri Lab Tested
complete
with
Suggested
Protocols

Bruise Creme

#1

Bruce & Patty Prince
t 802-598-4524/802-598-2378
For Serious and
Chronic Conditions
PharmaceuticalGrade Spectrum
of Cannabinoids
Syringes: Therapeutic,
Cavinol™, Teracel™

Hemp
Infused
Skin,
Sun
& Hair
Care

Virasyl®

Nature’s Healthy Harvest t 321-890-8295

Immune Support

2330 N Wickham Rd #14, Melbourne 32935

United Nurses for Cannabinoid Research
t 828-292-4987
National Association for Hemp Oil Synergy Research
t 407-332-7341
Institute for Cannabinoid Synergy Research
t FAX 305-792-0032

Great for
Chronic Fatigue
and
Fibromyalgia

Available at over 5,000 Locations in All 50 States
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TRANSFORMATIVE

TRAVEL
Outer Adventures, Inner Journeys
by April Thompson

An open-hearted journey can take unexpected paths. More travelers
today are searching for deep and lasting changes in their view of
themselves and the world.

Declare Your Intentions

recommends sharing our choice
beforehand with a friend or even a
casual acquaintance. Writing it down
can also unpack those yearnings and
understand the pull to a place.
Part of the intention setting is
clarifying what we hope to accomplish
through making a journey, suggests
Nathaniel Boyle, creator of The
Travelers podcast and the travel
platform Holocene that facilitates
community among transformationseeking travelers. It might be climbing
a mountain with our spouse to
strengthen a marriage, or taking a
cooking class in Italy or a basket

Stay Open
Cousineau suggests that travelers
prepare to open their thinking by
reading about the history, culture
and geography of a place, and then
continue to learn en route by talking
to locals for insight rather than relying
only on a guidebook. “Make yourself
vulnerable. Ask questions and be
humble. Talk to your waiter or cab
driver about their lives and conditions
in their country. Those that become
most delighted and transformed
by their experiences are the most
curious,” observes Cousineau.
Anna Pollock, of London, England,
founder of Conscious Travel and a
sustainable travel expert, elaborates on
potential results. “Travelers may see
the world and their part in it differently
or feel greater clarity, peace, freedom
or hope. For some, it’s about insights
into their personal purpose. Others
may return with a deeper sense of
connectedness or feeling of mastery
that comes from trying something
completely new.”
Jake Haupert, of Seattle, owner
of Evergreen Escapes International,
co-founded the Transformational Travel
Council to help people embark on
such life-altering journeys, and

mimagephotography/Shutterstock.com

Attention and intention are the main
ingredients for transformative travel
for Phil Cousineau, acclaimed author
of The Art of Pilgrimage. “Ask yourself
what is motivating the journey: Are
you going just to check something
off your bucket list because you read
about it or are you going because your
grandma told you how magical her
visit there was in the 1920s? Are you
going because you’re at a crossroads in
your life, marriage or work?” queries
Cousineau.
Naming your intention helps
open up the heart and psyche
for transformation. Cousineau

weaving workshop in Indonesia to
rekindle a sense of fresh input and
creative expression.
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If we truly want to know
the secret of soulful
traveling, we need to
believe there is something
sacred waiting to be
discovered in virtually
every journey.
~Phil Cousineau
translate “Aha!” moments on the road
into meaningful changes back home.
He has witnessed individuals undergo
radical shifts from changing careers to
becoming parents. One couple was
so moved by their experiences on an
African safari that they adopted their
first child from Kenya.

Move Beyond Comfort
“Travel can serve as a vehicle for
expansive personal growth. Through
it, we learn to explore the world and
ourselves,” Boyle observes.
“When you venture outside
the controlled environment of
prepackaged trips for tourists to face
difficult decisions and confusing and
chaotic situations that require problem
solving, that’s where real change can
occur,” says Haupert.
“My 12,000-mile journey from
Washington, D.C., to Antarctica was
transformative in so many ways,”
says journalist Andrew Evans, author
of The Black Penguin memoir. “I’m
a geographer by training and spent
four years studying maps, but I
never understood the true size of the
world until I traveled across it on a
Greyhound bus. I now see the world

as much smaller and much more
accessible. The trip made me a stronger,
more confident person, and less afraid
of what other people think of me; it also
made me want to keep traveling.”
“Travel comes from the word travail,
to labor, and trip from tripalium,
Latin for a medieval torture rack.
Metaphorically, travel can feel like
torture at times, and some travelers
feel unhappy, unprepared, bored or
disappointed,” remarks Cousineau.
“But the flip side is that travels can
stretch us, just like a medieval rack.”
If you have stretch goals, you can
build them into an itinerary, advises
Haupert, whether it’s getting up the
courage to skydive or negotiating a
purchase in a foreign street market.

Do Less, Experience More
To heighten experiential awareness
while traveling, build fewer to-dos into
an itinerary, the experts recommend.
“Immerse yourself in a place. Leave
time for unplanned explorations, rather
than bouncing between destinations
without space for spontaneity and
restful reflection,” says Haupert. “Also
build in time for meditation, yoga,
simple relaxation or other intentionally
restorative moments in-between the
high-intensity peak experiences.”
Haupert suggests staging a
ceremonial start to a journey, such
as a special dinner or bike ride
upon arrival. Similarly, Cousineau
recommends starting a new journal on
every journey, to ceremoniously start
anew in one’s thinking.
Engaging in ritual can also help
awaken the traveler, says Cousineau.
He suggests walking in silence as we
approach a sacred site, or physically
engaging with it, as pilgrims might do
when they palm the feet of a Buddha
statue or press their forehead to the
Wailing Wall.
Sacred sites are fertile ground for
transformative experiences, says
Lori Erickson, an Episcopal deacon,
travel writer and author of Holy
Rover: Journeys in Search of Mystery,
Miracles, and God, a memoir of her
trips to a dozen of the world’s holy
sites. “So many people have prayed
and opened their hearts in a holy place
that you can feel the energy,” she says.

Journey
Jump-Offs
Here’s a short list of resources to
inspire transformative adventuring.
n The blog at AyanaJourneys.com
explores Cambodia’s sacred
Buddhist sites.
n Evergreen Escapes at Evergreen
EscapesIntl.com specializes in
unforgettable locales tailored to the
traveler’s inner calling.
n “The Travelers” podcast via
Holocene.io/travelers features stories
and advice from 200-plus changemakers on topics ranging from
creativity, fear and gratitude to travelrelated careers.
n Muddy Shoe Adventures at
MuddyShoeAdventures.com offers
small-group trips that challenge
participants with combinations
of physical activities and cultural
experiences.
n OuterTravelsInnerJourneys.com
connects people through shared
spiritual adventures like mind-body
healing and immersion in nature.
n Phil Cousineau (PhilCousineau.net)
hosts writer’s retreats, literary tours
and pilgrimages to historic sacred sites.
n Responsible Travel at Responsible
Travel.com offers socially and
environmentally conscious tours to
all seven continents, including smallship cruises to more authentic, lesserknown ports of call.
n Transformational Travel Council’s
website Transformational.travel conveys
uplifting stories, a travelers’ forum and
other tools for change-seekers.
n World Wide Opportunities on
Organic Farms (wwoof.net) links
volunteers with organic farmers
to help build a sustainable global
community.
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Erickson suggests that travelers seek out
hallowed ground from different traditions,
which can help heal divides among
people of divergent faiths. “The art and
architecture of holy sites are beautiful
manifestations of spiritual longing and
human creativity. These places have the
power to move you, regardless of your
own spiritual background.”

Lasting Travel Gifts
When you give while traveling, you often
get back even more, says Cousineau. “A
pilgrim never travels empty-handed. Bring
gifts; even postcards from home can make
a meaningful connection.” He recently
brought baseball equipment along on
a group tour he led to give to kids in
baseball-crazed Cuba. Giving appreciation
is as important as tangible mementos, he
notes. “Gratitude makes transformation
possible; that’s what modern people are
longing for, to be touched.”
Boyle suggests that finding ways
to give back can unlock unique
opportunities. Quinn Vanderberg and
Jonathon Button, guests on Boyle’s
podcast, left stable lives and jobs in
California for Nicaragua in 2012 with
only their travel bags and a shared
dream. Brainstorming a vision for a new
life together, the 25-year-old pair had
realized, “We wanted life to be filled
with travel, culture and people, and to
make an impact along the way,” says

Vanderburg. “We went knowing we
wanted to create a social venture, but
first wanted to see what was really
needed by the community.”
They went on to partner with local
educational nonprofits and artisans
to launch Life Out of the Box, a line
of clothing and accessories modeled
after Toms’ “Buy one, give one”
business model. For every product
sold, the entrepreneurs donate school
supplies to a child in need. Since
2012, the project has expanded to
also support kids in Guatemala,
Kenya, Mexico and Morocco.

Drive Home
Transformation
Starting with a moment of reflection
before departing a place, take
advantage of a trip’s afterglow to recall
insights learned, gel memories, share
insights and move to make changes
stick. Haupert sees this as a good time
to develop an action plan to “express
gratitude for the journey and create a
framework for your homecoming.”
Then, take a day to reflect upon
returning home before jumping
back into work or other obligations,
internalizing your experience and
integrating your “traveler self” back
into normalcy. It might involve a trip to
the spa, an afternoon of journaling or
organizing trip photos, suggests Haupert.

Close Encounters
Eager for a transformative adventure without traveling afar? Here are some ideas
for exploring cultures and connecting with others closer to home.

EARLY BIRD SAVINGS: NOV 3RD

4 Attend festivals celebrating varied cultures in your local community. Every
spring in Washington, D.C., embassies showcase the cuisine, art and history of
70 countries. Frackville, Pennsylvania’s 103-year-old Lithuanian Days is the
oldest ethnic festival in the country.

Call today 321-426-0080
or visit my-NA.com/NLD

4 Host a traveling cyclist and hear tales from the trails via WarmShowers.org, a
hospitality exchange for 90,000 touring cyclists and hosts.
4 Take advantage of local, state and national parks, including 88 ocean and
coastal parks within the National Park Service (nps.gov). Along with wilderness
sites, the service also stewards important cultural heritage sites nationwide.
4 Find a spiritual retreat center at RetreatFinder.com.
4 Overnight on an organic farm. Visit FarmStayUS.com to sample what’s in
season in the region.
4 Meet and host individual travelers via CouchSurfing.com, a network of 11 million
globetrotters in 150,000 cities.
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Find a like-minded spiritual community near you!

FORT
PIERCE

PORT
ST LUCIE

Sunday Service: 10am
Unitots & Uniteen Programs

Adventure travelers
named transformation and
an expanded worldview
as top motives for
their explorations.
~Adventure Travel
Trade Association
“Resist the urge to check emails the
minute the plane touches down
or start planning the next trip. Take time to
remember the journey and see your home
turf with fresh eyes,” adds Cousineau.
The returned pilgrim has a
responsibility to memorialize the journey,
an ancient tradition of Judeo-Christian
and Islamic faiths, advises Cousineau.
The San Francisco writer traveled with a
group on foot from Louisville, Kentucky,
to Thomas Merton’s Abbey of Our Lady of
Gethsemani, near Bardstown, Kentucky,
to celebrate the legacy of Merton and
Mahatma Gandhi. One of the women
inked a footprint from each of 100-plus
travelers, sewing them into a quilt to
commemorate the pilgrimage.
Chronicling the journey can be as
simple as a dinner party with friends
to share what we have learned, says
Cousineau, but suggests that travelers
engage attendees to also contribute their
own stories and reflections.
“We have a choice upon returning; do
nothing and just let that experience fade
or own it for ourselves,” concurs Boyle.
“It’s incumbent to extract the meaning of
our experiences and find a way to express
them, whether through a photo series,
article, painting or video. The traveler’s
‘third act’ of creativity after preparation and
execution is how we process change.”
Connect with freelance writer April
Thompson, in Washington, D.C., at
AprilWrites.com.

Sunday Service: 10am
Live by 5 Principles &
Change Your Life

Meditation Wednesday 11am
ACIM - Tai Chi - QiGong - Reiki
Rev Janice Cary
Life Coach, Accredited
by Academy of Coaching
Excellence

Prayer Circle – Yoga
– Reiki Share
Rev Ron Neff

772-878-9819
UnityOfPortStLucie.org

772-461-2272
UnityOfFortPierce.com
3414 Sunrise Blvd.
Fort Pierce

8645 US1
(Crowne Plaza)
Port St Lucie

STUART
Sunday Service: 10:30am
Nursery Care & Youth Education: 10:30am
Meditation Service with John Pellicci: 8am

Rev Jude Campbell
772-286-3878 • 211 SE Central Parkway, Stuart

UnityOfStuart.com

Discover the power within and unleash your divine potential.

TRANSFORM YOUR HEALTH

d r i p

l o u n g e

d eliver in g essen tial n u tr ien ts at th e cellu lar lev el
fo r m axim um ab sor p tio n

OCTOBER SPECIAL
FREE B-12 SHOT with ANY $105 MYERS
( $20 value– please mention this ad )

LIKE US for INFO on EVENTS & SPECIALS!
RHVI Radiantly Healthy Vitamin Infusion Drip Lounge

150 Fifth Ave, Indialantic
321.243.1859
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Bouncing, Leaping
and Lunging
Our Way to
Bone Health
by Kathleen Barnes

Success in the quest for stronger bones is possible at any age.

Start and Stay Young
“Peak bone strength is reached by
the age of 30, so it’s vital for young
people to engage in dynamic impact
movement through their teen years
and 20s,” says Sherri Betz, chair of the
American Physical Therapy Association
bone health group, a doctor of physical
therapy and geriatric-certified specialist
with a private practice in Santa Cruz,
California.
Engaging in sports during our
youthful developing years helps
build strong, wide and dense bones
that will carry us well into old age,
literally giving us a firmer base to
stand on. It’s paramount to encourage
children and young people to be
physically active and for us all to
continue with athletic activities
throughout adulthood to preserve the
bone health peak we reach at age 30.

fitness and health. The outcome
is just a little bit less,” says Steven
A. Hawkins, Ph.D., a professor of
exercise science at California Lutheran
University, in Thousand Oaks.
“Bone responds to exercise much
like muscle,” explains Larry Tucker,
Ph.D., professor of exercise sciences
at Brigham Young University, in

Best Bone Test

Optimal Bone
Exercises
“Adulthood is a perfectly good time
to start building and improving bone
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The most common way of testing bone density is a DEXA
(dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry) scan. The result is
called a T-score and is one case where a zero is perfect.
A score of +1.0 to -1.0 is considered normal. A score
between -1.0 and -2.5 is considered osteopenia, or
weakened bones. A score lower than -2.5 indicates some
level of osteoporosis.
The National Osteoporosis Foundation recommends
bone density testing for women and men older than 65
and 70, respectively, and those that are petite, prone to
breaking bones or have other risk factors.
For more information, visit Tinyurl.com/BoneDensityTest.
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BUILDING
BETTER
BONES

Provo, Utah. “Bone doesn’t grow, per
se, but like muscle, it does get denser
and stronger according to the stresses
and strains put on it.”
“The key is to put a heavy load on
bones to stimulate them to grow,”
Hawkins notes.
Standing exercises are
recommended, because the
bones most likely to benefit from
strengthening exercise are 30 targeted
leg and hip bones, says Tucker.
“Surprising the bone is your best
bet,” points out Betz. “Don’t do the
same things over and over again
at the same time, either repetitive
exercises like running or weight
lifting or consistent combinations;
even high-intensity exercise can
diminish the effects.”
The most highly recommended
exercises involve those that require
changing directions, bouncing and
leaping—from basketball to lively
dances, and even some intense yoga
postures. Hopping and jumping are
probably the best way to strengthen
bones, but must be done in the
proper way, according to Tucker and
others. Research by Tucker’s team
published in the American Journal of
Health Promotion studied the effects
of jumping on hip bone density in
premenopausal women. It may seem
counterintuitive, but Tucker reports

Walking Isn’t It
Walking, running, weight training
and other repetitive exercises
don’t improve bone density,
says Hawkins. “Walk and do
other repetitive exercises for
cardiovascular health and general
fitness. While these might help
maintain current bone strength,
they won’t improve bone density.”
Walking reduced the risk of
hip fracture by 41 percent for
postmenopausal women walking
four hours a week, with fewer falls
due to improved strength, balance
and other factors per the Journal of
the American Medical Association.
Numerous studies confirm that
exercise of any kind keeps us
healthy, but for bone health, the
answer is to start weight-bearing
exercises early and sustain the
practice for a lifetime.
Kathleen Barnes is a health writer
and author of The Calcium Lie II:
What Your Doctor Still Doesn’t
Know, with Dr. Robert Thompson.
Connect at KathleenBarnes.com.

Yoga for Bones
Yoga doesn’t involve bouncing or
jumping for the most part, but it can
be helpful in maintaining strong
bones, says Sherri Betz, a Santa Cruz,
California, physical therapist and Pilates
and yoga instructor. “Poses, including
the tree, chair, warrior, triangle, half
moon and sun salute, need to be as
dynamic as possible and focus on leg
strengthening and spine extension.

vectorfusionart/Shutterstock.com

that most benefits are gained from
jumping as high as possible, resting
30 seconds and repeating up to 10
times twice a day in intervals at
least eight hours apart. “If you jump
continuously, the exercise loses
effectiveness pretty quickly,” he says.
Those that enjoy circuit training
should do something else during the
30-second rests between repetitions,
Tucker advises. Because it’s the jolt
of jumping that stimulates bone
strength, using a mini-trampoline or
another cushioning device to lessen
impact on the body won’t increase
bone density.
Betz cautions against starting
a jumping program too quickly.
“Proper alignment, balance and
body awareness come first,” she
says. “Do 20 to 25 heel raises
in a row, a full squat with good
alignment and a full lunge to ready
the body for a jumping program.”
Such strengthening safeguards
against falling and injury.

yogacommunityguide
COCOA

SATELLITE BEACH

THE ZEN ROOM

HATHA YOGA
WITH MARILYN

631 Brevard Ave, Ste C
321-544-8541
TheZenRoom.info

Pelican Beach Clubhouse
1495 Hwy A1A
321-773-6458

COCOA BEACH
INFINITY YOGA & WELLNESS
82 N Atlantic Ave
321-785-3232
InfinityYogaandWellness.com

INNOVATION YOGA
716 South Patrick Dr.
321-428-4888
InstansiationLLC.com

GREATER MELBOURNE
DIVINE SLEEP YOGA NIDRA®
3 locations
201-925-2479
KarenHedley.com

MELBOURNE
THE YOGA GARDEN
1482 Pineapple Ave
321-345-6197
YogaGardenFL.com

YOGA ART LOUNGE
1301 South Patrick Dr, Ste 60
321-506-9444
Facebook.com/Yoga-Art-Lounge

STUART
YOGAFISH
569 Central Pkwy
772-219-9900
YogaFishStuart.com

THE YOGA SPACE
17 East Melbourne Ave
yoga@cfl.rr.com
TheYogaSpaceMelbourne.com

THE YOGI PEROGI
559 W Eau Gallie Blvd
321-704-3316
TheYogiPerogi.com

PORT ST LUCIE
DOWN TO EARTH YOGA
1649 SE Port St Lucie Blvd.
772-224-2444
DTE-Yoga.com

TITUSVILLE
INVERTED ELEPHANT
2855 S Hopkins Ave
321-749-9642
InvertedElephant.com

VERO BEACH
INDIAN RIVER
BIKRAM YOGA
676 US Hwy 1, Ste 4
772-925-9697
IndianRiverBikram.com
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Fermented Foods Revival
Rediscover Probiotic-Rich Foods
by Judith Fertig

Colorful jars of fermented Korean kimchee, Indian chutney, German
sauerkraut and bottles of kombucha line many grocery store shelves
today. We’re in the midst of a fermented food revival.

Grassroots Groundswell
“I grew up in New York City as the
grandson of immigrants from Belarus,
and sauerkraut and pickles were
common foods I always loved, but
neither my grandparents nor anyone
else I knew made them,” says Sandor
Katz. This Woodbury, Tennessee, writer
who travels the world giving related
workshops is credited with bringing
fermented foods back into the limelight.
He explains, “I am self-taught and
learned to ferment by experimentation.
It was that first successful batch of
sauerkraut that sparked my obsession. I
also love eating cheese, beer, chocolate,
coffee, yogurt and many other products
of fermentation.”
Kirsten and Christopher Shockey,
the authors of Fermented Vegetables:
Creative Recipes for Fermenting 64
Vegetables & Herbs in Krauts, Kimchis,
Brined Pickles, Chutneys, Relishes
& Pastes, homestead in Oregon’s

Jackson Valley. “A fateful Christmas
gift—a ceramic crock full of bubbling,
fermenting cabbage under the tree, funky
fermenty smell and all,” first piqued
their interest, Kirsten recalls. “Eventually,
we started our own small farmstead
fermentation company.” Christopher
explains that the combination of salt and
shredded or chopped vegetables can
launch the production of probiotic lactic
acid bacteria that preserves the food and
drives off “bad bacteria”.
Jennifer McGruther, who lives in
the Pacific Northwest, is the author of
The Nourished Kitchen cookbook, an
offshoot of her blog of the same name.
Her first batch of fermented food was
yogurt. Now she visits her local farmers’
market every Saturday before spending
Sunday prepping foods for the rest of the
week. “Traditional foods like fermented
vegetables, yogurt or kombucha don’t
take long to prepare; they take time to
culture, but it’s so rewarding,” she says.

Natural Awakenings recommends using organic, non-GMO (genetically
modified) and non-bromated ingredients whenever possible.
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How Much Is Enough?
Fermented foods offer a variety of
positive effects on health. “If you’re
consuming a diet rich in fermented
foods, you’re essentially bathing
your GI tract in healthy, food-related
organisms,” says food research scientist
Robert Hutkins, Ph.D., a professor at
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Fermented foods with live probiotics
can also improve brain function,
according to a study in the journal
Gastroenterology.
Fermented foods are meant to be
eaten as condiments, not consumed in
large quantities. Overdoing such intake
might cause bloating, cramping and
other digestion problems. Dr. Leonard
Smith, a gastrointestinal and vascular
surgeon and medical advisor for the
University of Miami Department of
Integrative Medicine, recommends
“a half-cup of cultured vegetables or
two ounces of your favorite probiotic
liquid per day to start.” He says it’s
possible to eventually work up to
having a serving of cultured vegetables
and probiotic liquids at every meal, or
possibly as a between-meal snack.
Christopher Shockey adds, “We
don’t see these foods as a ‘medicine’
to be eaten daily because you have to
force yourself; instead, we see it as a
fun, delicious, easy, healthful addition
to mealtime.”

Judith Fertig writes cookbooks and
foodie fiction from Overland Park, KS
(JudithFertig.com).
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A Few Fermented Recipes to Start
by Judith Fertig

“

F

ermented foods are well known
for building gut health. Now a
growing body of research shows that
they improve immunity, brain and heart
functions,” says Michelle Schoffro Cook,
Ph.D. The board-certified doctor of
natural medicine, certified herbalist and
author blogs from Vancouver, Canada.
Get started with these simple, plantbased recipes from her latest book, The
Cultured Cook: Delicious Fermented
Foods with Probiotics to Knock Out
Inflammation, Boost Gut Health, Lose
Weight & Extend Your Life.

Salvadoran Salsa
Yields: about 1 quart
This gingery and spicy salsa, also
known as curtido, is a traditional
Salvadoran food. The twist here is
added turmeric and green apple. Serve
on its own, as a condiment with chips,
on sausages or over salad. Maybe mix
a couple of heaping spoonfuls with
freshly mashed avocado for a fresh take
on guacamole.
½ green cabbage
1 to 2 carrots
1 green apple, cored and quartered
One 2-inch piece fresh ginger
½ cayenne chili
½ small purple or red onion
One 2-inch piece fresh turmeric
3 Tbsp unrefined fine or 6 Tbsp
unrefined coarse sea salt
1 quart (or liter) filtered water
Use a food processor with a coarse
grating blade to shred the cabbage,
carrots, apple, ginger, chili, onion and
turmeric. (Consider wearing food-safe
gloves to avoid touching the chili.)
Transfer to a crock or a large glass or
ceramic bowl, and mix well.
In a pitcher or large measuring cup,
dissolve the salt in the water, stirring if
necessary to dissolve the salt. Pour the
saltwater over the salsa mixture until all
ingredients are submerged, leaving a
couple of inches at the top for expansion.

1 quart (or liter) filtered water
½ cup raw, unsalted cashews
1 tsp coconut sugar, pure maple syrup
or agave nectar
1 Tbsp kefir grains (a natural starter,
available at health food stores
and online)
Mandarin sections for garnish
(optional)
Use a blender to blend the water,
cashews and coconut sugar (or maple
syrup or agave nectar) until it’s smooth
and creamy.
Place a snug-fitting plate inside the
crock or bowl over the salsa-water
mixture; then weigh it down with
food-safe weights or a bowl or jar
of water, so the vegetables remain
submerged under the brine as they
ferment. Cover with a lid or a cloth,
and allow it to ferment five to seven
days, checking periodically to ensure
the salsa is still submerged below the
water line.
If any mold forms on the surface,
simply scoop it out. It won’t spoil
the salsa unless it gets deeper inside
the crock. (It may form where the
mixture meets the air, but it rarely
forms deeper.)

Pour the cashew milk into a 1½- to
2-quart glass jar, making sure it is less
than two-thirds full. Add the kefir grains,
stir and then place the cap on the jar.
Leave the jar at room temperature
for 24 to 48 hours, gently shaking
it periodically.
The cashew milk will become
somewhat bubbly, then will begin to
coagulate and separate; shake it to
remix the kefir or scoop out the thicker
curds and use them like soft cheese or
sour cream.
Refrigerate up to one week. When
ready to serve, pour the kefir into a
glass and garnish the rim with mandarin
orange sections, if desired.

After one week, put the salsa in jars or
a bowl, cover and place in the fridge,
where it usually lasts up to a year.

Vegan Kefir
Yields: about 1 quart
Traditional kefir is made with cow’s
milk, but can be made with plantbased milks like cashew, almond,
sunflower seed or coconut. The
sweetener feeds the kefir microbes,
leaving minimal sugar in the end
product. The grains will grow over
time; only about one tablespoon of
kefir grains is needed to keep the
kefir going; remove the extras to eat,
give to friends or add to compost.
natural awakenings
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LOOKING FOR A PATIENT-CENTERED PRACTICE?
Central Florida Functional Medicine,
office of Scott M. Smith, P.A.
Serving individuals & families with pervasive health conditions.

WE CAN HELP YOU WITH:
• Thyroid Dysfunction
• Adrenal Fatigue
And More!

• Gastrointestinal Disorders
• On-Site Labs & Nutritional IV’s

Monday-Friday, 9am-4:30pm • 1395 N. Courtenay Pkwy, Merritt Island

321-529-7300 • CentralFloridaFunctionalMedicine.com

Fermented Chopped Salad
Yields: about 6 cups

STUART THERMOGRAPHY
Detect Serious Health Problems.
EARLY DETECTION
Thermography is a safe and painless screening test
that offers accurate, earlier detection of many health
issues, including breast disease. Thermography is
safe for implants, requires no prescription, uses no
radiation, and takes less than 30 minutes.

OCTOBER BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS MONTH:
Specials on Follow-ups and New Patients
$30.00 off per scan

High Definition
Digital Technology

OCTOBER 25 & NOV. 3 — ST LUCIE WEST

OCTOBER 26 — JENSEN BEACH
Heavenly Hands Massage Therapy • 736 NE Jensen Beach Blvd
Balance Body Works Pilates • 1855 SE Federal Hwy

No Compression
or Radiation

NOVEMBER 1 — PORT ST LUCIE
MORE DATES AND LOCATIONS BEING
ADDED — PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS!

Pour the brine over the salad, cover with a
lid or cloth, and let ferment for one week.
No Prescription
Required

Acupuncture &
Natural Healing Center
Call
30

772-781-5353
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Place the grape leaves or other leafy
greens on top of the chopped ingredients
to help hold them under the brine; then
weigh the mix down with food-safe
weights or a jar or bowl of water.
In a pitcher or large measuring cup,
dissolve the salt in the water, stirring if
necessary to dissolve the salt.

Healthy Habits Massage Therapy • 139 SW Port St Lucie Blvd

Barbara Thurman,AP DOM
Marla Williams, CCT

1 radish, finely chopped
½ small onion, finely chopped
1 turnip, chopped into ½-inch chunks
1 carrot, chopped into ½-inch chunks
3 small apples, chopped into
½-inch chunks
Handful of green beans, cut into
1-inch lengths
1 rutabaga, chopped into
½-inch chunks
1 to 2 grape leaves, kale leaves or other
large leafy greens (optional)
3 Tbsp unrefined fine or 6 Tbsp
unrefined coarse sea salt
1 quart (or liter) filtered water
In a medium bowl, mix the radish, onion,
turnip, carrot, apples, green beans and
rutabaga; then transfer to a small crock.

Achieving Wellness Chiropractic •304 NW Bethany Drive
Port St Lucie

OCTOBER 27, 28, 29 — STUART

Unlike other salads, this version stores for
many months in the fridge. Serve on its own or
toss it in vinaigrette and serve over brown rice
for a quick and nutritious rice bowl dinner.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

Remove the covering, weights and grape
leaves or other leafy greens.
Dish out into jars or a bowl, cover and
refrigerate, where the salad should last six
to 12 months.
Recipes and photos are courtesy of Michelle Schoffro
Cook and New World Library; visit DrMichelleCook.com.
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School Om Work

Kids Calm Themselves with Meditation
by April Thompson

COMING IN JANUARY

2018

NATURAL LIVING
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EARLY BIRD SAVINGS: NOV 3RD

Call today 321-426-0080
or visit my-NA.com/NLD
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choolchildren are learning the
calming effect of tuning into
their minds and bodies through
a pioneering program in Baltimore,
Maryland, that’s replacing time outs
and school detentions with mindful
moments. Trained staff—including
many former students—teach yoga,
mindfulness practices, meditation,
centering and breath work that empower
kids to resolve conflicts peacefully.
Brothers Atman and Ali Smith and
friend Andres Gonzalez founded the
nonprofit Holistic Life Foundation (HLF)
in 2001 in response to the pressing need
to help kids living in challenging urban
environments better manage stress,
anger and other heightened emotions.
Today, the organization is sowing the
seeds of mindfulness with some 7,500
students a week across 18 Baltimorearea schools, usually beginning through
daylong, school-wide interventions and
afterschool programs supporting targeted
populations.
Frustrated kids cool off and center
themselves through breathing exercises
and meditation in the Mindful Moment
Room in the HLF flagship Robert
W. Coleman Elementary School.
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“Sometimes when I get mad, I just
breathe deep. I picture being in a
certain place I like and I just stop being
mad… I think of being a bigger person
and doing something maybe a wise
man would do,” advises one fifth-grade
participant.
“When we had to take a big test,
before I took it and in the middle, I took
deep breaths to stay calm and finish
the test. When everybody around you
is making a lot of noises, you just try to
tune them out and be yourself, do your
breathing,” says another fifth-grader.
The training starts with educators
learning mindfulness techniques both
to help their students and also manage
their own stress in the classroom. “The
program was a fantastic experience,”
says Lori Gustovson, a teacher at
Baltimore’s Lincoln Elementary School.
“We integrated the exercises into our
daily schedules, helping many students
and teachers focus their attention and
regulate emotions such as anxiety, anger
and frustration. We are a better school
because of the time they spent in our
classrooms teaching us the beauty of
paying attention to breath, movement
and each other,” she observes.
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These are tools kids can rely on for the rest of their
lives, and use them to get back to their center.
~Ali Smith
Participating schools have reported
fewer fights, better attendance and
higher grades, among other benefits,
according to Ali Smith, all results
backed by independent research. Recent
studies in schools from San Francisco
to Columbus, Ohio, have shown that
teaching kids mindfulness practices
can heighten attentiveness, self-control
and empathy, while reducing stress,
hyperactivity and depression, and
improving academic performance.
The kids also apply their newfound
skills at home. “To take ownership of the
practice and understand the benefits,
you have to know how to explain it, so
we use a reciprocal teaching model,”
says Ali. “We teach the kids to say,
‘Mom, Dad, you look stressed; can you
take a breather with me?’”
Martin, a Lincoln Elementary student,
was pleased to report, “I went to my
house and taught my mom how to
do all the things you guys taught us.”
Virginia, another student, noted, “This

morning I got mad at my dad, but then
I remembered to breathe, and then I
didn’t shout.”
Other schools are following suit.
Mindful Schools began in 2007 as a
single-school program in Oakland,
California, and then expanded to support
online and in-person courses and a
network of mindful educators spanning
all 50 states and more than 100 countries.
The David Lynch Foundation funds
efforts to bring transcendental meditation
to underserved kids in classrooms like
the Brooklyn Urban Garden Charter
School, in Queens, New York; Wilson
High School, in Portland, Oregon;
and Wayzata West Middle School, in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, among others.
Find easy instruction at Tinyurl.com/
MindfulnessStarterLesson.
Connect with freelance writer April
Thompson, in Washington, D.C., at
AprilWrites.com.

ARE YOU

Mindful Exercises
This meditation exercise is
recommended by the Holistic Life
Foundation to help kids slow down,
relax, de-stress or clear their heads:
Sit comfortably with one hand on
your belly, with your head, neck and
spine in alignment. Breathe through
your nose. As you inhale, feel your belly
expand and pause for a second. Then,
exhale and feel the belly fall. Repeat for
10 breaths.

This mindfulness instruction is
excerpted from a starter lesson
at MindfulSchools.org:
Mindfulness is noticing what is
happening in the present moment. It
can help calm us when we are angry,
sad or frustrated. It can help us notice
when we are happy or grateful and also
to focus, whether in school or in sports.
It’s important to let our bodies be
very still. When that happens, it gets
very quiet. When we have still and quiet
bodies, that’s what we call our mindful
bodies. Now, let’s close our eyes and
just sit like this for one minute.

LIVING?

At Radiantly Healthy MD, Rebecca Hunton, MD along side Lisa Johnson, PA
A
and Stephanie Coradin, ARNP, find the underlying cause of your health
concerns by using a scientific, whole body approach. They then combine
traditional medicine and natural options to create an individual plan to
help you return to health and vitality.

Rebecca Hunton, MD

Now accepting new patients for:
* Autoimmune Disorders
* Genetic Testing and Solutions
* Type 2 Diabetes Treatment
* Osteoporosis Management
* Healthy Weight Loss Protocols
* IV Vitamin Drip Therapy
* Irritable Bowel Syndrome

* Bioidentical Hormone Replacement
* PMS, Menopause, Infertility Treatments
* Sleep, Sexual, and Mood Conditions
* Metabolic Syndrome and Thyroid Disorders
* Safe, Medical Detoxification Programs
* Food Sensitivities and Nutrient Deficiencies
*Anti-aging Medicine

www.rh
rhrh
h-md.com

Lisa Johnson, PA

Radiantly Healthy MD
150 5th Avenue, Suite C
Indialantic, FL 32903

321.254.6803
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Effect the
the Rest
PET
FRIENDLY
Organic & Low Impact
Pest Control Personalized
for your Home
PEOPLE
FRIENDLY

Less Chemical...More Control

321-693-4100

NaturesBestPest.com

FELINE
WORKFORCE

Why a Job is the Cat’s Meow
by Sandra Murphy

Searching for a

Natural
Alternative S
to Flu Shots?

Engystol stimulates the non-specific
immune defense system and helps
relieve symptoms associated with:
• Seasonal allergies
• Colds and/or inﬂuenza
Safe for
• Sinus infections
adults &
• Asthma
children
• Shingles, cold sores

Full-service acupuncture office, offering
shots for pain, weight loss and wellness.

Andrea Murphy, Acupuncture Physician
719 SE 5th St, Stuart • 772-284-1122

AcupuncturebyAndrea.com
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ome cats started their careers
in barns with minimal job
opportunities. With updated
skills, they now boost office morale,
encourage reading, promote products
and provide therapy. Community cats
even work in private security.

In the Office
Millennials, now comprising a third
of this country’s stressed-out labor
force, according to the Pew Research
Center and American Psychological
Association, are among those that
can benefit from having a cat around.
Lowered blood pressure is one result,
according to research by psychologist
Karen Allen, Ph.D., conducted at
the University at Buffalo. Even when
comfort breaks are hard to schedule,
insistent cats cannot be ignored.
“Pompous Albert, a rejected show
cat, works at SafeWise, in Salt Lake
City,” relates Sage Singleton, who
handles Albert’s Instagram account.
MyNaturalAwakenings.com

“He boosts morale, reduces stress and
provides entertainment.”
Carlos, a former rescue kitten,
greets employees at PetNovations,
in Norristown, Pennsylvania, each
morning. He’s the star of the corporate
Instagram account and blog, and
promotes the company’s eco-friendly
Cat Genie litterless cat box.
Smith’s Ace Hardware and
Housewares, in Princeton, New Jersey,
has Dusty patrol its 18,000-squarefoot facility, often escorting customers
along the aisles.
At St. Augustine Health Ministries,
in Cleveland, the furry receptionist
is Oreo. This black-and-white stray
claimed the job by installing herself at
the front desk to welcome guests and
visit with residents that miss having
their own pet.

Therapists
At the University of California
Medical Center in San Francisco,
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Duke Ellington Morris visits with
patients while nurses check vital
signs; he’s part of an animal-assisted
therapy program through the city’s
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals.
With the help of his humans,
Jessica and Eric Hagan, of
Pennsylvania’s Wolf Creek Township,
Draven was certified through a local
Love on a Leash chapter that qualifies
pet-provided therapy animals. He
showed My Cat From Hell host
Jackson Galaxy his hospital routine
for a segment called “My Cat From
Heaven.” Draven regularly visits the
Grove City Medical Center, in Pine
Township, local nursing homes and
service groups.

Literacy Aids
“At 18, Cleo, my small, gray cat,
retired from therapy visits and missed
the attention,” says Michelle Cardosi,
a retail clerk in Silt, Colorado. “Kids
reading to her at the school library
provided a solution that satisfied
everyone.”
In 2010, the public library in White
Settlement, Texas, adopted Browser to

remedy a rodent problem. Five years
later, the city council cited pending
renovations and a potential impact on
allergies in backing a motion to oust
Browser. Supporters, pointing out that
the cat brought children through the
doors, successfully petitioned to keep
the four-legged employee.

Private Security
Less socially developed feral felines
can provide needed services. The
Kitty Bungalow Charm School for
Wayward Cats rescues such cats from
Los Angeles shelters. Each is vetted,
spayed/neutered and microchipped.
“When they’re adopted out in threes,
community cats are more likely to
stay on the job,” notes founder and
headmistress Shawn Simons.
“In Southern California, working
cats are employed as assistants to
brewmasters at the Monkish Brewery
to protect the grain and hops and at
Saluti Cellars as vintner support in
charge of gopher population control,”
says Simons. “More traditionally,
cats at the Portuguese Bend Riding
Club barn discourage mice and make
friends with horses and riders.”

COMPASSIONATE HOLISTIC VETERINARY CARE
FULLSERVICE MEDICAL, SURGICAL,
DENTAL AND HOLISTIC CARE.

• Acupuncture
• Laser Therapy
• Chinese Herbs • Dermatology & Allergies
• Dentistry and Oral Surgery

Providing Pet Care
Beyond Expectations

772-781-9990 • 1233 SE Indian ST #101 • Stuart • IndianStreetVet.com

The school’s
Working Cat
Program partners
with area recycling
centers, golf courses,
warehouses and
industrial parks that
could otherwise lose
hundreds of millions of
dollars annually
due to verminrelated
structural
damage,
including gnawed
wiring and other
potential fire
hazards. “Businesses
get an all-natural, safe
and effective way to
control pests and cats
live life naturally,” says
Simons.
Working cats of many stripes are
becoming increasingly common. For a
business, it’s a money-saver; for a cat,
it’s a lifesaver.
Connect with freelance writer Sandra Murphy
at StLouisFreelanceWriter@mindspring.com.

WE LISTEN
AND CARE
So you can find the Root Cause of your
health issues and get Natural Solutions!

NATURAL HEALTHCARE FOR ALL AGES:

Designed Clinical Nutrition using Nutrition
Response Testing®, Chiropractic, Thermography,
massage therapy, health talks, and more.

CALL 321-728-1387 TODAY

for a Health Evaluation
to see how we can help YOU!

Visit our website for an initial visit coupon.

CareWellnessFL.com

1051 Eber Blvd. • Suite 102 • Melbourne
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inspiration

SOUL
SHINE
by Marianne Williamson

O

ur deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond
measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most
frightens us. We ask ourselves, “Who am I to be
brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?” Actually, who are you
not to be? You are a child of God.
Your playing small does not serve the world. There is
nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people
won’t feel insecure around you. We are all meant to shine, as
children do.
We were born to make manifest the glory of God that is
within us. It’s not just in some of us; it’s in everyone. And
as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other
people permission to do the same. As we are liberated from
our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.

Aleksandr Markin/Shutterstock.com

From A Return to Love: Reflections on the Principles of A
Course in Miracles by Marianne Williamson.
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Ni’s Chinese Medical Center

Traditional Chinese Medicine
Acupuncture & Chinese Herbs
Bo-Shih Ni, LAc, DOM
Internal Health Practitioner
Chinese Pulse Diagnosis
Chinese Herbs
Specializing in all internal health concerns.

Shi-Min Shaw, LAc, Dipl.O.M.
Acupuncture Physician
Chinese Pulse Diagnosis
Chinese Herbs
Specializing in pain, cardiovascular,
gastrointestinal & digestive, pediatric
care, and male & female infertility.
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) says that processes of the human body are interrelated and constantly interact
with the environment. Therefore, a TCM physician looks for the signs of disharmony in the external and internal
environment of a person in order to understand, treat and prevent illness and disease.
The seasons of the year, can have an affect on our health and put our body out of balance. This is when we
experience symptoms. For example, in the autumn when the cooler temperatures arrive, some may start to experience
symptoms such as runny nose, cough, sneezing,... A body in balance will allow your body to adjust to the change of
seasons naturally, a body out of balance usually experiences symptoms that are related to the common cold or flu.
We invite you to join us for our upcoming seminar in October to learn more about the relationship between TCM
and the seasons of the year and how you can keep your lifestyle in balance throughout the year.

Upcoming Health Seminar

    
“How the seasons of the year affect our health!”

Heal Naturally

Lecture followed by Q&A session. Free & open to the public.

Reservations required – Call 321-757-9731
Invite your friends and family to join you.
Our physicians are available for speaking engagements at events or support groups, and participating in
corporate health fairs. Please contact Julie at 321-757-9731 for scheduling.

1250 W. Eau Gallie Blvd., Ste H  

    

Let your
imagination
soar with
possibilities
for your
new home.

wisewords

Experienced, Personalized
service where we care about
what matters to you.

Call now and
let us make
your dreams
come true...
UNITED REALTY
OF BREVARD INC.
Martin and Terry Riley
406 E. Strawbridge Ave.
Melbourne

Nature Photographer
Robert Llewellyn on

MOVING FROM
LOOKING TO SEEING
by April Thompson

321-951-8195
residential • commercial
property management
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or the past 40 years, Robert
Llewellyn has photographed
thousands of unique beauties—
many of them trees, flowers, seeds
and other landscape elements. “For
a photographer, anything can be a
good subject, even dirt,” he says.
“My mission is to move people from
merely looking at things to deeply
seeing things as they are.”
For Llewellyn’s first collaboration
with garden writer Nancy Ross
Hugo, Remarkable Trees of Virginia,
published in 2008, the pair drove
20,000 miles in four years observing
and capturing the complex lives
of 100 notable trees. It was on this
assignment that the Earlysville,
Virginia, photographer developed
his now-signature technique,
subsequently used to illustrate one of
their follow-up books, Seeing Trees.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

“I wanted to photograph small
parts—leaves, fruit, bark and flowers—
so I would cut off a bloom, twig or
seed pod and put it on a light table
and take hundreds of photos, which,
strung together, were infinitely sharp,
like a botanic drawing. I found I
could zoom into my subject up to a
pollen grain this way.”
Llewellyn lives with his wife
on a 60-acre farm in tree-studded
Albemarle County, enjoying 200-yearold oaks outside their front door. His
latest of nearly 40 books, The Living
Forest, is due out in October.

Why are trees, to your eyes,
so captivating?
When I first started photographing
trees, I thought of them as objects in
the design of a photograph, rather
than something that’s alive. When
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I began to look at a tree’s acorns,
flowers and pollen, I realized that this
tree is doing what we do: it’s born,
grows, has offspring and dies; it seeks
air, nutrients and light. Trees all have a
fascinating master plan for survival and
reproduction. Some trees can build an
architectural structure that grows 150
feet high and can withstand 100-milean-hour winds.

How do you suggest that
a newbie tree-watcher start
learning how to see trees
more intimately?
Read a book like Seeing Trees, then
get up, go out and observe trees in
real time, at different times of the year
and track what they do. Take pencil
and paper and draw them, or take
pictures. Start by exploring trees in your
backyard or a nearby park.
Share a quality magnifying glass
to encourage youngsters to get closer
to the trees, too. Challenge them to
find flowers, fruit or spots where last
year’s leaves fell off. Kids love that. I
visit schools and have kids go out and
collect fallen tree debris that we look
at together.

What makes some of your
favorite trees so distinctive?
Red maples make an early entrance in
spring, their flowers appearing before
the leaves, and drop their “helicopter”
seeds in spring to germinate before
anything can eat them. In spring, an
entire hill will turn red with these
maples, but it’s not their leaves; it’s the
trees’ flowers, getting ready to drop
their showy red dresses on the ground
before anything else is blooming.
You can learn a lot about trees by
seeing what’s on the ground through
their life cycles. Sycamore, for example,
has both male and female flowers. The
female flowers develop into fruiting
seedpods that dry out and hang on
through winter until a spring wind
blows them apart.

Rather than seeing trees
as dead in winter, what can
we look for?
Trees are very much alive in winter.
When leaves fall off, they leave behind
little pointed leaf buds. You can cut
them open and find tiny green leaves
encapsulated which remain unfrozen,
waiting to open up in the spring. Twigs

in winter show leaf scars where the
leaves dropped.
We can also witness the diverse
life in and on trees in all seasons.
That includes bugs, plants, fungi and
parasites, in addition to the animals
that nest in them and eat their fruits
and nuts. I once found a round ball
on an oak tree that turned out to be
a wasp gall for its offspring, its larvae
hanging in the middle.

How are tree-viewing skills
transferrable to other aspects
of our lives?
The skill of observation is vital: moving
from looking to seeing. At a party, you
can just mindlessly chatter with people
or you can really see them—what their
bodies, gestures and emotions are
communicating. Labels and names get
in the way of seeing things as they are.
Stop labeling things or worrying about
what they are called; as in meditation,
just relax into observing, to embrace
things as they are.
Connect with freelance writer April
Thompson, in Washington, D.C., at
AprilWrites.com.
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The Cloudwalker Place
Vero Beach Qi-gong Society

greenliving

Qigong Programs for
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Healing • Fibromyalgia
PTSD • Panic Attacks
Immune System Deficiencies
Alzheimer’s • Parkinsonism
Two Convenient Locations:

1590 Oslo Rd • Vero Beach 32968
14180 US Hwy 1 • Sebastian 32958

772-453-6449 • TheCloudwalker.com

Put the Wind Back
in Your Sails!
Our individualized Salt Rooms
can help you breathe better.

Find relief from allergies, asthma, sinusitis,
eczema, psoriasis, COPD, cystic ﬁbrosis, and
more. Relax and rejuvenate with 11,000 pounds
of pure pink Himalayan salt and top-of-the-line
salt generators for the best quality treatments.

Creating Community
15 Ways to Craft a Circle of Caring

Children’s Rooms: $20 for 30 minutes
Adult Rooms: $35 for 45 minutes
Buy Your
1st Salt Session,
Get Your 2nd
One FREE!

OPENING

SOON!

Call 772-877-2128 or book online:

SouthernSaltTherapies.com
540 NW University Blvd • Suite 107 • Port St Lucie
MA79361

EARLY BIRD PRICING
Ends November 3rd.
Reserve Your Spot Today!
Call today

321-426-0080
or visit

my-NA.com/
NLD
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by Linda Buzzell

I

n ffacing
i up tto ttoday’s
d ’ often
ft
degrading environmental, economic,
political, social and hyperindividualistic cultural conditions, we
instinctively know that survival requires
coming together to effect constructive
change. Here are proven approaches
to community building that work.

1
2
3

Build a campfire. Whether

literal or metaphoric, create a
clear, focused attraction that draws
people into a circle.

Connect with nature and
the seasons. Tying gatherings

into what’s happening seasonally
with all life forms is a traditionally
effective way of fostering community.

Welcome each person. Either
designate greeters or go around
the circle welcoming and
acknowledging each participant before
proceeding with the event’s main
activity. People that feel seen and
known are more likely to stay involved.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

4
5

Provide
P
id ffood
d and
dd
drink.
i k

Traditional societies have always
taken hospitality seriously.
Having people bring items to add to the
collective feast is better than catering.

Ceremony, ritual and the
sacred. Deep in our collective

human memory lie countless
spring and harvest festivals, ceremonial or
religious events, meals and celebrations
that included a strong sense of passage,
initiation and the sacredness of all life.
Use one as a springboard to add meaning
to a contemporary gathering.

6

Collective problem solving.

People bond into a community
when they participate in solving
a real-world community problem,
helping someone in need or addressing
a situation that demands a community
solution. Consider using Robert’s Rules of
Order or other guidelines for discussions
that maintain civility, discourage
competitiveness and peacefully resolve
conflicts in order to reach consensus.
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7

Storytelling. Humans learn best best community events cost the host

when seeing and hearing stories.
Facts don’t arouse us as much as
narratives and full-body experiences do.
Bombarding people with facts won’t
create desired change. We must be
inspired to act on the knowledge.

8

Elders. Shared history, respect

and affection are vital to
belonging. Adults coping with a
high-stress, industrialized culture might
tend to find elders’ stories slow-moving
and boring, but they are a critical
resource for our collective survival.
Beware of the “star from afar” syndrome
that posits outsiders as experts, rather
than honoring and developing our own
community resources, which won’t
disappear at the end of an event.

9

Gifts and sharing. As we focus

on creating a sharing society
versus a gimme culture, it’s nice to
give small gifts such as a plant or garden
flower, organic seeds or regifted items
to event attendees. It’s a simple way to
help everyone feel valued, appreciated
and welcomed. The key is keeping
events local, simple and created by the
community for the community. Many
hands make light work, and some of the

little, while everyone involved brings
their own chair or blanket, serving
ware and potluck dish.

10

Shopping. People have been
bonding through meeting
others in the marketplace since
ancient times. Sales or silent auctions are
popular when the money paid becomes
a gift to the community.

11
12

A little excitement. Raffles
and door prizes add fun as long
as any money raised goes into
the common coffers as a gift to all.
Child care. Children

provide a necessary source
of untamed energy and
entertainment for any gathering.
Multigenerational exchanges also
help form and shape them through
exposure to role models and life
education, even if they might not feel
engaged at the time.

13

Transportation. Facilitating

carpools and providing
transportation for those
without cars or unable to walk builds
community even before the event starts.

14
15

Dance and body
movement. Modern society

makes us sit a lot. Physical action
connects us in a way nothing else can.

Beauty and music. Our eyes
and ears are portals to the soul
and spirit of the human psyche.
Even a simple drum can bond individuals
into a coherent group. Community
singing can be powerful medicine, as
places of worship ever demonstrate. A
simple flower on the table or painting
on the wall brings powerful archetypal
energies to bear as we come together.
An outdoor meeting brings nature’s
magnificence to our senses, adding
extraordinary power to events.
The bottom line is that any community
gathering, organization or event that
engages body, mind and spirit has a far
greater chance of surviving and thriving.
Linda Buzzell is a psychotherapist,
ecotherapist, blogger and co-editor
of Ecotherapy: Healing with Nature
in Mind. She co-founded a local
permaculture guild, and a voluntary
simplicity circle which met for 10 years
in her local community. Connect at
EcotherapyHeals.com.

AN OASIS FOR YOUR WELL-BEING

Joanna Helms,
BA, RH (AHG)

Registered Herbalist
American Herbalist Guild

Handmade:
Soaps • Salves • Lotions • Teas
Custom Herbal Formulations
Private Consultations
Tinctures And More...

321-779-4647
1300 Pinetree Drive, Suite 3
Indian Harbour Beach

Hours:
11am-6pm • Tuesday-Friday
11am-4pm • Saturday

Hope everyone is safe and recovering from Irma!
STOP BY FOR RELEASE TENSION TEA

HAVE A HAPPY & SAFE

10% OFF

STOP BY FOR YOUR PUMPKIN COOKIE
SPICES PLUS SOME NUTRITIVE HIGH C
TEA TO KEEP YOUR GOBLINS HEALTHY!

PREVENTION PRODUCTS

Happy Halloween! Breast Cancer
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calendarofevents
DEADLINE: All listings must be received by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Calendar events must be submitted online at: www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com.
MARK YOUR CALENDAR (MYC): Ensure your listing is noticed first! Highlight your
calendar listing for $40 per inch, two inch minimum, prepaid by the 10th of the month prior.

SAVE THE DATE: Take advantage of this early exposure for your upcoming workshop or
event. Listings are $50, prepaid by the 10th of the month prior. Free to Display Advertisers!

SUNDAY OCTOBER 1

THURSDAY OCTOBER 5

First Sunday Free Qigong – 11:15am-12pm.
Gentle meditative movement and deep breathing to
create a state of relaxation and activate your body’s
natural healing resources. Every first Sunday.
Love offering. Unity of Fort Pierce 3414 Sunrise
Blvd. Fort Pierce.772-475-7561.

Introduction to Angelology – 6-8:30pm. Learn how
to connect and call on your Angels for Divine guidance
and assistance in your life. The aura, Karmic law, invocation, focus objects and much more will be discussed.
$33 in advance $44 at the door. Spark of Divine. LLC
Healing and Learning Center 1789 Old Dixie Hwy Vero
Beach. 772-257-6499. SparkofDivine.com.

Healing Circle – 12:15pm. A gift to our community. Our Lightworker certified Spiritual Healers
and teachers will be offering free healings. All
those in need of healing are welcome. First Sunday of each month. Donations accepted. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

WEDNESDAYS OCTOBER 4 & 11
Move through Burnout & Tune out & Bringing
Resilience into your Life Workshop – 7-8:30pm.
We’ve all experienced the excitement a new intention, idea or goal - After the initial launch – we may
experience burn out and tune out as enthusiasm
wanes. Recognize these energies are a normal part
of creativity and there are tools available to help
one move through them into resilience. Join us
and discover tools to stay enthused in life. Love
offerings appreciated. Unity of Fort Pierce.3414
Sunrise Blvd. Fort Pierce.772 461-2272. UnityofFortPierce.com.
Full Moon Meditation - 7-8pm. For centuries,
the full moon has been a time for contemplation
& reflection, and a sacred time for meditation.
Through meditation, the tremendous amount of
energy that the Full Moon pours down can be
channeled in positive ways. If weather permits, we
will end our meditation out on the beach in the full
moon energy. With Anthony Profeta. $15. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495. AquarianDreams.com.
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FRIDAY OCTOBER 6
Divine Sleep Yoga Nidra – 3-4pm. Divine Sleep is the
antidote to modern stress and its effects. Allow yourself
to deeply rest, balance and restore. Simply lie down
and listen. Hovering between awake and asleep, your
body can tap into new sources of energy and creativity.
Bliss is waiting for you. Bring yoga mat and blanket.
$5. West Melbourne Public Library 2755 Wingate Ave.
Melbourne. 321-952-4508. KarenHedley.com.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 7
Friends after Diagnosis – 10-11am. Offering support
for breast cancer and women’s cancers. Educational
and support group meetings four times per month for
cancer survivors, caregivers and loved ones. Both in
Sebastian and Vero Beach. Free. Sebastian River Medical Center 13695 US Hwy 1 Sebastian. 772-978-9392.
FriendsAfterDiagnosis.com.
Reiki 1 Training - 1-.6:30pm. Reiki is the Japanese
healing technique for stress reduction and relaxation.
Learn to practice Reiki on yourself. Cleanse, balance
and heal while invigorating mind, body and soul.
Discover your unique intuitive abilities. Certificate
of completion and lineage and manual are included.
$120 before 9/30. $125 after. YogaFish.569 SE Central
Parkway Stuart. 772-219-9900. YogaFishStuart.com.
Aquarian Dreams Open House & Gathering – 1pm.
Meet and connect with all the Aquarian Dreamers,
Lightworkers, healers & teachers here. Live entertainment and demonstrations, vegetarian snacks & herbal
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tea, healings, gifts, and prizes, and more. Join us in
celebration of 31 years of the growth and evolution of
our local holistic and spiritual community. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495. AquarianDreams.com.
Cocoa Beach Contra Dance – 7-.10:30pm. Friendly,
fun, lively dance with live music and caller. If you
can walk briskly. you can contra dance. More info
at CocoaBeachContra.org. Adults $10, under 25 $5.
Cocoa Beach Recreation Center.321 Ramp Rd. Cocoa
Beach. 321-427-3587.

SUNDAY OCTOBER 8
Kashi Sunday Market – 9am-2pm. Hot Cinnamon
Buns, Teas, and Organic Coffees. Try a chair massage or a tarot card reading. Find great gifts and
bargains from our many Vendors including Seasonal
Organic Produce, local Artists & Crafters, Bric-abrac, Jewelry, Clothing, Household, and vintage
items. Freshly Prepared Lunch Buffet from Noon.
$15. Children’s corner with crafts. Free. Ashram
tours available. Kashi Ashram.11105 Roseland Rd.
Sebastian. 772-388-0903.
Community HU Chant – 12-12:30pm. The Community HU Chant provides an opportunity for
people of any faith to gather and experience the
God sound. HU is an ancient and sacred name for
God and when chanted it is a love song to God.
Chanting HU can bring healing, insight, peace and
calm. All invited. Free. ECKANKAR Center of
the Treasure Coast 541 SE Central Parkway Stuart.
772-223-1188. eck-Florida.org.
Yoga Nidra – 2-4pm. Yoga Nidra (Yogic Sleep) is a
deep meditation designed to lead to a state of supreme
stillness and insight. Mind and body relax deeply. so
overall health may improve. An opportunity for deep
relaxation. calm. and quiet clarity. $20 before 10/1.
$25 after. YogaFish 569 SE Central Parkway Stuart.
772-219-9900. YogaFishStuart.com.

MONDAY OCTOBER 9
Friends After Diagnosis – 2-3:30pm. Offering
support for breast cancer and women’s cancers.
Educational and support group meetings four
times per month for cancer survivors, caregivers
and loved ones. Both in Sebastian and Vero Beach.
Free. First Presbyterian Church 520 Royal Palm
Blvd. Vero Beach. 772-978-9392. FriendsAfterDiagnosis.com.
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SATURDAY NOVEMBER 4 SUNDAY NOVEMBER 5 - MONDAY NOVEMBER 6
Reiki Levels I, II and Advanced Immersion with Kumari • 9am-5pm
Everyone can learn The Usui System of Natural Healing or Reiki for self-healing,
personal and spiritual growth, a way to give healing to family, friends, and animals,
or a gentle complementary therapy in holistic medicine. Reiki II allows you to
perform distant and mental-emotional healing and greatly increases your healing
power. 7 CEU’s for LMT’s per workshop. Host: Synergy Institute, Sebastian.
Call 772-589-9803 or visit KumariHealing.com/ReikiCertifications.

TUESDAY OCTOBER 10
Secrets for Effective Weight Loss – 7-8pm. Tried
everything but still can’t lose that weight? There
may be hidden causes to that weight issue. Learn
the keys to successful weight loss and a healthy
lifestyle with Dr. Brian Walsh. Free but call 321728-1387 to register. CARE Natural Wellness
Center 1051 Eber Blvd. Suite 102 Melbourne.
CareWellnessFL.com.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 11
Spiritual Coffee House – 6:45pm. An intimate
evening of spirituality experienced through song,
laughter, coffee, tea, food, friendship and inspiring
conversation. This is your opportunity to share your
spiritual insights or simply sit back and listen. All
are welcome to a community that shows respect.
acceptance. and compassion to all. $10 suggested
Love Offering. 211 SE Central Parkway. Stuart.
772-286-3878. UnityofStuart.org.
Meditation for Beginners – 7-8:15pm. Brief
overview of mediation technique, twenty-minute
breath work and meditation. Includes techniques,
guidance, and experience essential to start and
support independent home meditation practice.
Instructor Monica Lombardo. Suggested donation
is $10 or yoga membership. Aquarian Dreams, 414
N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A) Indialantic. 321-7299495. AquarianDreams.com.

THURSDAY OCTOBER 12
Spiritual Experiences Discussion – 5:15-6:15pm.
True Wisdom is the theme for this discussion.
How do we have true wisdom? All welcome to
share insights and experiences in an open forum
led by an ECK facilitator. Complimentary copy
of Spiritual Experiences Guidebook. Past lives,
dreams and soul travel are all part of the ancient
wisdom of Eckankar. Free. ECKANKAR Center of
the Treasure Coast 541 SE Central Parkway Stuart.
772-223-1188. eck-Florida.org.
Sleep Disordered Breathing in Children (and
Adults) – 6pm. Parents will have an opportunity to see firsthand reasons and similar cases
and corroborate with their children’s behavioral
problems, poor grades, misdiagnosed ADHD,
bedwetting, unrefreshed sleep, delayed growth and
more. Please register on SmileProfessionals.com/
pedsdb. Presented by Dr. Claire Stagg, DDS and
held at 2120 Highway A1A Indian Harbor Beach.
321-777-2797.

BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy Workshop –
6:30-8pm. Join us for an informative presentation
of the BEMER’s; Bio Electro-Magnetic Energy
Regulation; in home, medical device and how it
can improve your health. Recent FDA approval has
brought this 17-year-old German medical device to
the US. Free therapy sessions after the presentation.
To register call 321-408-6850. Free. Historical 1900
Building 1900 S Harbor City Blvd. Melbourne.
Community HU Chant.6:30-7pm. The Community
HU Chant is presented and hosted by ECKANKAR
as a community service. All invited to share in the
experience of the God sound. HU is an ancient and
sacred name for God. When sung it is a love song
to God. Chanting HU can awaken your spiritual
senses. Free. ECKANKAR Center of the Treasure
Coast 541 SE Central Parkway Stuart. 772-2231188. eck-florida.org.
Introduction to Professional Astrologer’s Course
– 7-8:30pm. Led by Bruce Orion a well-known professional astrologer in Sedona for 25 years. This class
is an introduction to his 8-week course (beginning
October 26) Learning all aspects of astrology for personal or professional practice including an overview
of planets, signs, aspects, houses, and transits. Call in
advance with your birth data. Free. Donations for the
Lightworker Community Center. Call to pre-register
321-729-9495. Pre-paid discount register by October
21. Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A)
Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

FRIDAY OCTOBER 13
Evening of Spirit Communication & Mediumship – 7-9pm. Come for a fun. enlightening and
healing Evening of Spirit Communication and Mediumship with Psychic Medium Laura Beers. Laura
will bring through messages from your loved ones
and family that have passed on to the other side.
Private Readings Sat. 1-5pm. $25. Nature’s Healthy
Harvest Wellness Ctr. 23330 N. Wickham Rd. Ste
14 Melbourne. 321-610-3989 or 321-751-4766.
HealYourSpirit2.com.

Reiki Master-Teacher. $160. Call to register. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495. AquarianDreams.com.
Frankincense and Cancer – 10:15-11:45am.
Discover the power of Frankincense and research
done with cancer. Free Wild Orange for attending.
Reserved seating. $10. Wild Manta 5151 Babcock
St. Palm Bay. Call or text Alisha 321-426-5392.
Yin Yoga Workshop – 1-4pm. Rejuvenate your
body & nourish your mind. Replenish, revive, balance, and deepen with this Yin Yoga workshop. This
practice will begin with a brief introduction into
the background of how Yin works; followed by a
lively Q&A on the philosophy and health benefits
of Yin. $30. The Yoga Garden.1482 Pineapple Ave.
Melbourne. 321-345-6197. YogaGardenFl.com.
Joseph LoBrutto III Saturday Events – Events start
at 1. 3:30 and 6pm, respectively. Three events are offered at a special price for all day $99 or separately.
Healing Gathering and Messages from the Masters
are $45 each and Heavenly Gallery is $55. Space
is limited call to reserve your seat Spark of Divine.
LLC Healing and Learning Center 1789 Old Dixie
Hwy Vero Beach. 772-257-6499. SparkofDivine.com.
Savaaahsana! Vibrational Sound Meditation and
Restoration Practice – 1-2:30 pm. A 90-minute
restorative yoga workshop featuring Savasana!
We’ll use supportive props to create a restorative.
relaxing pose that’s right for you. Experience a deep
meditative state as the healing vibrations of crystal
bowls and harp wash over and through your body,
mind and soul. You’ll leave refreshed. relaxed. and
rejuvenated. $25. YogaFish 569 SE Central Parkway
Stuart. 772-219-9900. YogaFishStuart.com.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 14

Divine Sleep Yoga Nidra – 2-3pm. Divine Sleep; is
the antidote to modern stress and its effects. Allow
yourself to deeply rest, balance and restore. Simply
lie down and listen. Hovering between awake and
asleep, your body can tap into new sources of energy
and creativity. Bliss is waiting for you. Donation.
Inverted Elephant Yoga Studio 2855 S Hopkins
Ave. Titusville. 321-749-9642. KarenHedley.com.

Reiki 1 Certification Course – 10am-4pm. Reiki
1 with Usui/Holy Fire ll consists of an Attunement/
Placement give to the student and teaching by Usui,
recognized worldwide. Holy Fire energy is a more
refined source of higher consciousness that empowers the energies of the symbols and techniques used
in Usui and Karuna Reiki. Maria Banas is a certified

Kirtan with Rayananda & the Wandering Sadhus
– 7:30-9pm. An evening of ecstatic, heart-opening
devotional chanting. Love Donation for the Lightworker Community Center and a portion to local
socially-conscious charities. Aquarian Dreams, 414
N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-7299495. AquarianDreams.com.
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SUNDAY OCTOBER.15

TUESDAY OCTOBER 17

The Blessings of Gratitude – 11am-Noon. Services
focus on an aspect of Eckankar. featuring a reading
from the ECK teachings, singing HU, inspiring
talks and discussion of spiritual principles at work
in daily life. Join others seeking divine love in the
lives at this celebration of the Light and Sound of
God. Free. ECKANKAR Center of the Treasure
Coast 541 SE Central Parkway Stuart. 772-2231188. eck-florida.org.

Chakra Purification and Meditation – 7-8:15pm.
Chakras are the subtle centers of Psychic and Spiritual energy that control all aspects of material, emotional, and spiritual life. In this workshop, you will
learn ancient yoga techniques of Mantra’s, breathing
(Pranayama), and Creative Visualization that will
purify and open these Centers enabling you to reach
your fullest potential. Led by Krishnananda and
Karuna. $10. Advanced Registration required: Call
321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

Adrenal Fatigue and Essential Oils – 11:30am1pm.Tired of being tired? Experience three oils and
learn how to regain your energy. Free Wild Orange
for attending. Reserved seating. Call or text Alisha.
$10. Unity of Fort Pierce 3414 Sunrise Blvd. Fort
Pierce. 321-426-5392.
Free Intro to Yoga Teacher Training Program &
Integral Hatha Yoga Class – 2-4pm. One-hour yoga
class consisting of centering, gentle warm-ups, intro
to Asana practice, deep relaxation and short meditation. Following calls learn about upcoming yoga
program offered in October. Led by Nicole GeorgiCostello, MS, LMHC, 200 hr ERYT. Call to register:
321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar
Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com
The Art of Letting Go – 6-8:30pm. An introduction
to the practice of Yin Yoga. Learn definition and
history of Yin Yoga and participate in an hour and
half Yin Yoga class. Suitable for yoga teachers and
students. Bring yoga mat, strap and 2 yoga blocks if
you have them. $33. Call to register:321-729-9495.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy
A1A), Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.
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WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 18
Thermography: The Proactive Health Screening
Tool – 7-8pm. Learn how you can take charge of
your health with this radiation-free, non-invasive,
FDA approved screening tool for total body health.
Katie Ainsley of Thermography of Brevard will be
speaking. Free but call 321-728-1387 to register. Care
Natural Wellness Center 1051 Eber Blvd. Suite 102
Melbourne. CareWellnessFL.com.

THURSDAY OCTOBER 19
Free Spiritual Healings and Massage Therapy Spiritual Healer, Teren Nichols will be offering free
healings all day as a gift to our community. Teren
is a licensed massage therapist and Certified Pranic
Healer. Call to register. Aquarian Dreams 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A) Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
AquarianDreams.com.

FRIDAY OCTOBER 20
Contra Dance – 7:30-11pm. Friendly, fun, lively
dance with live music and caller. If you can walk
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briskly, you can contra dance. More info at CocoaBeachContra.org. Adults $10 under 25 $5. Tropical
Haven Ballroom.1205 Eddie Allen Rd. Melbourne.
321-427-3587.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 21
Donation Reiki - Healing Session. Join Reiki Master
practitioner/teacher Maria Banas. She is a Usui/Holy
Fire ll and Karuna /Holy Fire ll Master Teacher. These
healing techniques work with helping the physical,
mental, emotional, and karmic conditions of the individual. Experience your body shifting toward deeper
relaxation and becoming filled with clarity and awareness as emotional issues dissolve. Must pre-register
by calling 321-729-9495. Suggested Donation $20.
Aquarian Dreams 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A)
Indialantic. 321-729-9495. AquarianDreams.com.
Customer Appreciation Day – 9am-9pm. We appreciate your business. Free event for all. Join us
for the best discount of the year. 1st 100 customers receive a free goodie bag. Enjoy free product
sampling and free health screenings, attend free
cooking classes, enter to win a gift basket and more.
Nutrition Smart 464 SW Port Saint Lucie Blvd. Port
Saint Lucie. 772-323-2222. NutritionSmart.com.
Psychic Fair – 11am-5pm. Have questions? Need
answers? Join us; we will have many readers on
hand to assist you in finding the answers you need to
move forward. Astrology, Tarot, Intuitive Readers,
Mediumship, Aura Photography, Psychic Readers,
fun demos and much more. $25 per reading. Aura
Photography $30. Spark of Divine LLC Healing and
Learning Center 1789 Old Dixie Hwy Vero Beach.
772-257-6499. SparkofDivine.com.
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Fall into Health with Ayurveda & Seasonal Superfoods – 12-3:30pm. Debby Jeffries will lead superfood class and Kimberly Sheplman, an Ayurvedic
practitioner will discuss discovering your personal
dosha. Includes taste testing and seasonal superfood
demos. Wear loose clothing for some light and easy
exercises. $25 in advance $35 at door. Call to register.
Aquarian Dreams 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A)
Indialantic. 321-729-9495. AquarianDreams.com.
Five Element Qigong for Health & Harmony –
12:30-4:30pm. Traditional Chinese Medicine’s Five
Element Theory coordinates the natural cycles of
heaven and earth with the human experience: body
organs and structures. functions. actions. senses.
thought. emotion and virtue. Participants will learn
a gentle nine movement Qigong form. which utilizes
self-produced healing sounds and colors to harmonize the human experience with heaven and earth.
$60 in advance / $75 at the door. Unity of Fort Pierce
3414 Sunrise Blvd. Fort Pierce. 772-475-7561.
Journey Through the Chakras Workshop –
1-4:30pm. In this interactive workshop. investigate
the architecture of the subtle body and learn simple
ways to integrate the chakras into your yoga practice
and daily life. Meditation. visualization. and asana
practice will be used in our experiential journey. $40.
YogaFish 569 SE Central Parkway Stuart. 772-2199900. YogaFishStuart.com.
Restore + Renew: A Restorative Yoga Workshop
– 1-4pm. This workshop will explain the numerous
benefits, modifications, and techniques within the
restorative yoga practice. You will learn why restorative is so therapeutic in the midst of our busy lives
and how to practice at home to truly settle into a rest-

ful state. $35. The Yoga Garden.1482 Pineapple Ave.
Melbourne. 321-345-6197. YogaGardenFl.com.
Self-Healing & Beauty Tool Workshop – 1-3pm.
This is Lung season. Lung includes skin. Jade
Rollers-ancient beauty tools. Increase blood circulation, reduce puffiness and wrinkles, assist lymphatic
drainage. Great tool for applying favorite products to
the face. Learn to use n this workshop. price Includes
Roller to take home. Reservations Required. $25.
Includes your roller. True Balance Energy Center
8800 US 1. Suite 1 Sebastian. 772-559-0866. TrueBalanceEnergyCenter.com.
Organic Gardening – 4-5:30pm. A fun, interactive
workshop with Laraine Scoma. Explore the joys and
the challenges of edible gardening on Coastal Central Florida and seeding for a garden of vegetables
and herbs. Butterfly gardening included. Gratitude
Donation. Call to pre-register. Aquarian Dreams,
414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321729-9495. AquarianDreams.com.
TLC with S & G Musical Fun Night – 7pm. Join
us for this special Tender Loving Care musical fun
night with Shepherd and Green, Port St Lucie’s
famous musicians and singing duo. Tickets are $10
in advance and $15 at the door. Advance tickets can
be purchased by calling 772-342-8280. Unity of Port
St Lucie, 8645 US 1 (Crowne Plaza), Port St Lucie.

SUNDAY OCTOBER 22
Yoga in Nature - 9:30-10:30am. Experience the flow
of nature during our gentle Hatha yoga class on the
enclosed porch at the Enchanted Forest. Call 321-2645185 to reserve. spaces are limited. Open to beginners
a therapeutic. partially demanding yet relaxing hatha

class based on ancient tradition. Bring your own mat
& water. InvertedElephant.com. Donation. Enchanted
Forest.444 Columbia Blvd. Titusville. 321-264-5185.
Reiki 1 Certification Course – 12:15-4:15pm. Reiki
1 with Usui/Holy Fire ll consists of an Attunement/
Placement give to the student and teaching by Usui,
recognized worldwide. Holy Fire energy is a more
refined source of higher consciousness that empowers the energies of the symbols and techniques used
in Usui and Karuna Reiki. Maria Banas is a certified
Reiki Master-Teacher. $160. Call to register. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495. AquarianDreams.com.
Free Intro to Meditation Workshop – 2-6pm. Meditation can reduce stress. improve health. and increase
the quality of your life. In this free workshop. join
YogaFish meditation teachers as they present simple
methods to calm the mind. You’ll leave with clear
instruction on basic meditation, guidelines for daily
practice. and advice for bringing mindfulness into
daily life. Free. YogaFish.569 SE Central Parkway
Stuart. 772-219-9900. YogaFishStuart.com.

SUNDAY OCTOBER 22TUESDAY OCTOBER 24
Intuitive Spiritual Guidance & Chakra Balancing –Session includes: chakra balancing, infusing
you with healing light, raising your vibrational level
followed by question and answer session. Cheri will
be able to see your aura, see inside your body, your
connections with others, guidance for your children,
outcomes of situations, and your spiritual gifts.
30-minute session. $50. Call 321-729-9495 to register. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy
A1A), Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

Tai Chi and Qigong Instruction
in Fort Pierce and Stuart
www.ThreeKeysTaiChi.com
772-475-7561

HEALTH • VITALITY • INNER PEACE

$30
VISIT

No need to buy multiple visits in advance

Affordable, Expert, Experienced

Chiropractic Care
“Google Me” and find out

Nicolai L. Hansen, DC

Practicing Traditional and Activator Adjusting
Advanced Proficiency Rated by Activator Methods

321-247-0445 • nlhansendc.com

Instructor Amy Dahan
is certified by the
Institute of Integral
Tai Chi & Qigong and
the National Qigong
Association

Do Your Cells Lack Oxygen?
Many health issues are
caused by improper
breathing – including asthma.
Learn how the easy exercises
of Buteyko Breathing Method
can improve your health.

Patrick Bielen

Certified Buteyko Methodologist

CALL 321-652-5124 FOR DETAILS.
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NOV

Coming Next Month
Diabetes
Prevention
& Reversal
Plus: Silent Retreats
November articles include:
Lifestyle Changes for Diabetics
Stretching Modalities
The Benefits of Silent Retreats
and so much more!

MONDAY OCTOBER 23
Controlling Blood Sugar with Essential Oils –
6:15-7:30pm. Experience 3 Oils and learn how you
can take charge of your health and blood sugar level.
Free Wild Orange Oil for attending. Reserved seating.
Call or text Karen. $10. Wild Manta 5151 Babcock
St. NE Palm Bay. 201-925-2479.

TUESDAY OCTOBER 24
Solar Today Locally – 6-7:30pm. Multi-part
seminar on the use of solar energy in Florida.
Discussions about solar electric emergency power
systems and option for when the grid goes down.
Cocoa Beach Library 550 N. Brevard Ave, Cocoa
Beach. For more information contact Ray Osborne
904-290-1513.
How the Seasons of the Year affect our Health
– 6:30-8pm. Attend our health seminar to learn
the relationship between TCM and the seasons of
the year and how you can keep your lifestyle in
balance throughout the year. Ni’s Chinese Medical
Center 1250 W. Eau Gallie Blvd. Ste H Melbourne.
321-757-9731.

THURSDAY OCTOBER 26
BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy Workshop
– 6:30-8pm. Join us for an informative presentation of the BEMER; Bio Electro-Magnetic Energy
Regulation; in home, medical device and how it
can improve your health. Recent FDA approval has
brought this 17-year-old German medical device to
the US. Free therapy sessions after the presentation.
To register call 321-408-6850. Free. Historical 1900
Building.1900 S Harbor City Blvd. Melbourne.3
21-408-6850.
Sweet tooth? Know the cause for a better you –
7-8pm.Refined sugar may be causing your health
problems. Learn natural ways to overcome this habit
and still enjoy sweet foods with Dr. Brian Walsh.
Free but call 321-728-1387.CARE Natural Wellness Center 1051 Eber Blvd. Suite 102 Melbourne.
CareWellnessFL.com.
Professional Astrologer’s Course – 7-8:30pm.
Learn to read and interpret an astrology chart as
well as it’s predictive aspects. Class covers the
planets, the signs, the houses, the aspects, and the
transits. For professional and personal practice.
BruceOrion.com (Thursdays: 10/26, 11/2, 11/9.
11/16, 11/30, 12/7, 12/14, 12/21) $300 or $250 pre-

paid by October21. Call 321-729-9495 to register.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy
A1A), Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

FRIDAY OCTOBER. 27
Cupcakes and Unicorns: An Interactive Experience
in Activating Ascension – 6-8pm. Guided meditation,
Activating Ascension book reading. healing circle.
Come feeling tired or unsure. leave rejuvenated and
ready to move forward. $21. Spark of Divine.1789
Old Dixie Highway. Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
SparkofDivine.com.
Halloween Costume Bingo – 6:30pm. First game at
7pm. Join in a Spooktacular family fun event. Prizes
for the best adult and child costume. Raffles, 50/50
pots, pizza, refreshments available at 6:30pm. Unity
of Fort Pierce.3414 Sunrise Blvd. Fort Pierce.772
461-2272. UnityofFortPierce.com.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 28
Completing the Cycle of Anxiety: An Art to Heal
your Heart Event – 10am-Noon. Think. Painting
with a Twist (minus the wine) with the purpose of
overcoming anxiety. Bring your crayons. colored
pencils. pastels. and/or markers. Invite a friend.
Have a healing experience. Everyone’s an artist. Yes.
even you! Event includes a set of Heart Awakening
Visual Meditation Cards. $99. Spark of Divine 1789
Old Dixie Highway Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
SparkofDivine.com.
Yoga Mudra Workshop – 10-11:30pm. Mudras
have been used in India for healing, emotional expression and to evoke and convey elevated spiritual
states. Explore mudras in three parts: hand, head and
body and learn how to use these beautiful gestures to
generate peace in our daily lives with Karuna Devi.
$30. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy
A1A), Indialantic. Register online or call 321-7299495. AquarianDreams.com.
Reiki Weekend Certification Levels I & 2 – 11am
- 6pm.Sunday 11am - 5pm. Learn the Art of Healing using energy techniques and ancient symbols.
These Japanese techniques enhance the immune
system. Reiki helps us to connect to our Divine
nature. Classes includes book. certificates. attunements and plenty of practice. Classes can be taken
separately or together. Get your CEUs Saturday.
Must pre-register call 772-257-6499. $150 for Level
I $200 for Level II. Spark of Divine. LLC Healing

Make your community a little

GREENER...
To advertise or
participate in our
next issue, call

Support our advertisers
For every $100 spent in
locally-owned business, $68
returns to the community

321-426-0080
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savethedate
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 7
Brazilian Coffee House Concert – 7pm. Award
winning, jazz guitarist, composer and vocalist, Phill
Fest is a natural talent, making his performances
fun and exciting. Also appearing with Phill is singer
Silvia Brasil and pianist Robert Steinberg. For tickets
call 772-461-2272. $15 in advance, $20 at the door.
Refreshments available. Unity of Fort Pierce, 3414
Sunrise Blvd., Fort Pierce. UnityOfFortPierce.com.

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 18
Vero Vino Wine and Food Festival – 4-6pm. Unity
Center of Vero Beach is holding the Vero Vino Wine
and Food Festival to raise funds for the Boys and Girls
Clubs of Indian River County. Sponsored in part by
Divine Animal Hospital and Vero Beach Electrical.
Wine provided by Southern Glazers with gourmet
food pairings by Wild Thyme Catering. Visit VeroVinoFestival.com for tickets, details, and sponsorship
opportunities. $50. Vero Beach Heritage Center 2140
14th Avenue, Vero Beach.

SATURDAY DECEMBER 2
Unity of Stuart Christmas Bazaar – 9am-2pm. Come
join us for our Christmas Bazaar showcasing local
vendors and various crafts. Unity of Stuart, 211 SE
Central Parkway, Stuart. 772-286-3878.
and Learning Center 1789 Old Dixie Hwy Vero Beach.
SparkofDivine.com.
Conscious Kids: Affirmations & Brevard Rocks –
1-3pm. Join us for an afternoon of fun as we contribute
positive vibes to the community by decorating and
hiding our very own inspirational rocks. During this
program, we will also explore the power of affirmations
and learn how to use words and art to help us practice
meditation. Instructed by Karuna. $10 (includes rocks)
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. Pre-Register online or call 321-729-9495.
AquarianDreams.com.
Sacred Sound & Chakra Clearing Meditation –
4-5pm. with Susan Rizzo Immerse in the healing,
balancing relaxing sound waves of the crystal bowls,
Tibetan bells, ancient mantras, and drum. Sound has
a profound power to focus the monkey mind and balance the body, allowing you to relax and connect to
the divine bliss within. Susan has been using sacred
sound to facilitate meditation practice for over 20
years. Very helpful for beginners and healing for all!
$10. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy
A1A), Indialantic. Pre-Register online or call 321-7299495. AquarianDreams.com.

SUNDAY OCTOBER 29
Free Intro to Yoga Teacher Training Program &
Integral Hatha Yoga Class – 2-4pm. See listing
Sunday October 15.
Transcending Stress - 6-8:30pm. Learn and practice
effective stress management techniques. Working with
these tools can not only improve your focus and clarity,
but enhance health and happiness. Includes Yoga Nidra
Mediation. Led by Patti Akers RYT. $15. Pre-Register
online or call 321-729-9495. AquarianDreams.com.

Register on our website
for a FREE presentation
on sleep breathing disorders
2ND THURSDAY EVERY MONTH

HOLISTIC DENTISTRY
Mercury-free, Ozone, & Anti-aging Dentistry
•
•
•
•
•
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ongoingevents
To ensure we keep our community calendar current, ongoing events must be
resubmitted each month.

DEADLINE:

All listings must be received by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Calendar events must be submitted online at: www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com.

sunday
Unity of Stuart - Spiritual Meditative Service
- 8-9am. This service opens with a wisdom talk
followed by a guided meditation with John Pellicci. Celebration Service at 10:30am. This service
includes a message from Rev. Jude Campbell and
is rich with music and song led by a full band and
choir. Children’s church and nursery are available
and refreshments follow the service. Our community shows respect, acceptance and compassion
and welcomes all. Unity of Stuart, 211 SE Central
Parkway, Stuart. 772-286-3878. UnityofStuart.org.
Donation Yoga for Everybody - 9:30-10:30am.
A gentle, flowing hatha yoga practice Integrating
body, mind and spirit with yoga postures (asana),
breathing exercises (pranayama), cleansing practices (kriyas) and deep relaxation with Debby
Jeffries. All levels, families welcome. Donations,
Yoga memberships accepted. Use back door. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Gentle Yoga – 9:30-10:45am. This class is ideal
for anyone wanting to work on stress-release,
flexibility and balance in a way that is gradual and
comfortable. $16/Drop in, $120/10 Classes. The
Yoga Garden,1482 Pineapple Ave. Melbourne.
321-345-6197.
Namaste for One More – 10-11am. Join us for
yoga at Intracoastal Brewing Company 652 W
Eau Gallie Blvd, Melbourne. $10. 321-704-3316.
YogaGardenFl.com.

Yoga in The Village – 10-11am. Enrichment of
the mind, nourishment of the body, uplifting of the
soul. Each class is tailored to the participants $10.
Discount packages available. The Zen Room, 631
Brevard Avenue #C, Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.
View full schedule at TheZenRoom.info.
Unity of Port St. Lucie – 10am. Rev. Unity guest
ministers share their insights and his wisdom in
a way that all can comprehend and apply to their
daily lives. Unity honors all persons, all paths to
God, and is a beacon to all seeking connection with
their divinity within through prayer, meditation,
and Spiritual understanding. Youth education is
offered every Sunday for families with children
ages 4-12. Unity of Port St. Lucie meets at 8645
US 1 (Crowne Plaza), Port St. Lucie. 772-878-9819.
UnityofPortStLucie.org.
Unity of Ft. Pierce – 10am. Unity is an inclusive
community, inspiring holistic spirit-led living.
Rev Janice Cary uses stories, scripture and ancient
wisdom teachings, meditation, and music to support people in realizing their spiritual nature and
live an empowered life. Our youth programs teach
our children they are not sinners but were born to
be an original blessing. Unity of Fort Pierce, 3414
Sunrise Blvd, Ft. Pierce. 772-461-2272. UnityofFortPierce.com.
Zen Meditation and Dharma Talk – 10-11:30am.
Learn how to meditate and gain insight and clarity
into your life. Authorized Zen Teacher Sensei Al
Rapaport or Assistant Teachers will give a talk
every Sunday following a 30-minute meditation.
Donations accepted. Open Mind Zen Meditation
Center, 878 Sarno Road, Melbourne. 321-427-3511.

Lightworker Community Sunday Circle – 11amNoon. An hour of universal inspiration, higher
consciousness, meditation, healing and devotional
chants. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave.
(Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Vinyasa Yoga – 11am-12:15pm. Vinyasa is a flowing,
dynamic style of yoga. This practice is designed to
strengthen and sooth the body. All Levels welcome.
$16/Drop in. $120/10 Classes. The Yoga Garden,1482
Pineapple Ave, Melbourne. 321-345-6197.
Kundalini Yoga - 4:30-5:45pm. Includes yoga postures, mantra, pranayama (breath work), meditation,
and a love-filled place of acceptance. Rigorous yet
is acceptable for all levels. With Jessica Martin,
certified Kundalini Yoga instructor. $10 or yoga
membership. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

monday
Qi-gong Mornings on the Ocean – 7-7:45 am. This
class is every morning (7 days a week). South beach
Park, 17 Street Causeway, Vero Beach. 772-453-6449.
3 H’s Exercise Class for Adults and Seniors –
8:45am-9:30am or 9:45am-10:30am. Monday –Friday. The Happy, Healthy, Heart program promotes
increased agility, balance, and gives your heart a
cardio workout. $13 per month, join anytime. DRS
Community Center, 1089 S. Patrick Dr., Satellite
Beach. 321-773-6458.
Marvelous Monday with Community Acupuncture – 9am-5pm. Start your week off right with board
certified community acupuncture. $30. Absolute
Integrated Medicine, 1575 Indian River Blvd., Suite
C-130 and 136, Vero Beach. 772-770-6184. AcupunctureVeroBeach.com.
Core N More - 9-10am. This class focuses on using
proper form and technique for strengthening the whole
body and improving core balance along with increasing
flexibility with Cori. $5. Fitness Club MI, 260 E. Merritt Island Cswy Suite 2, Merritt Island. 321-455-2227.
MerrittIsland.Fitness.

Your local edition of Natural Awakenings is

EXPANDING!

WOW!

Bringing you more resources
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Qigong/Tai Chi Self-Healing Fusion and Chi
Busters – 10:30am-12pm. Great Class full of selfhealing tools. Balance body, mind, spirit. Cost varies. True Balance Energy Center 8800 US Hwy 1,
Suite 1, Sebastian. TrueBalanceEnergyCenter.com.
Silver Sneakers – 10:30-11:30am. Silver Sneakers;
Fitness Program is an innovative health, exercise and
wellness program helping older adults live healthy,
active lifestyles. Free to silver sneaker card holders
all welcome. $5. Fitness Club M I,260 E Merritt
Island Cswy Suite 2, Merritt Island. 321-455-2227.
Qi-gong: A healing Workout – 10:30-11:30am.
Movement, deep breathing and visualizations benefit
the internal organs. $10. The Cloudwalker, 1590
Oslo Road, Vero Beach. 772-453-6449.
Bones Makers – 10:45-11:45am. A blend of yoga,
ballet and post rehab exercises. $30 per month prepaid
or $8 drop in, join anytime. AFAA certified teacher,
Vicki Buckley DRS Community Center Gym, 1089
S. Patrick Dr., Satellite Beach. 321-759-4962.
Yin Yoga - 12:15-1:15pm. A meditative approach
to yoga with a physical focus on accessing the
connective tissue and fascia and regulating the
flow of energy in the body resulting in open hips,
more relaxed body and centered mind. Cindy Jo is
a Certified Yoga Alliance instructor. $10 (or yoga
membership) Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Yoga for Beginners – 5:45-6:45pm. Instruction and
support in learning about foundation poses, proper
pose alignment, breathing techniques and meditation
with Cindy Jo. $10 (or yoga membership). Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

Palchen Buddhist Study Group - 6-8pm. 1st
hour recitation of Chenrezik sadhana, Buddha of
compassion,as well as other prayers sung in Tibetan,
2nd hour book study, all welcome to either/both
hours. Donations only. Space Coast Wellness Center, 725 S. Apollo Blvd., Melbourne. 321-917-4529.
Yoga in The Village – 6-7pm. Enrichment of the
mind, nourishment of the body, uplifting of the
soul. Each class is tailored to the participants $10.
Discount packages available. The Zen Room, 631
Brevard Avenue #C, Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.
View full schedule at TheZenRoom.info.
.Hatha Yoga with Marilyn – 6:30-7:45pm. This
gentle form of yoga combines physical well-being
and balances body, mind, and spirit using guided
yoga postures, stretching, and breathing. Bring
your own mat. $5 per class, paid at door. Pelican
Beach Clubhouse, 1495 Hwy A1A, Satellite Beach.
321-773-6458.
A Course in Miracles Study Group – 7-8:15pm.
Facilitated by Kathryn Joy, everyone is invited,
newcomers welcome. Come study, learn, practice
and share experiences. (Love-Offering basis) Bring
your own book or borrow a group copy. Unity of
Fort Pierce, 3414 Sunrise Blvd, Ft. Pierce. 772461-2272.
Yoga Nidra Meditation – 7-8pm. Each class will
include different variations of breath work, meditation, slow gentle stretching and progressive body
relaxation. Leaving you feeling relaxed, restored,
and balanced. Patti Akers RYT is a certified Yoga
Nidra meditation teacher. Suggested donation
$5-$10 or yoga membership. Aquarian Dreams,
414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
321-729-9495.

Find your copy of
Natural Awakenings at

A Course in Miracles – 7:15-8:30pm. Exploring
your connection to the presence of God. Meditation
included. Co-facilitated by Elizabeth Froehling and
Jonathan Carr. Given on a love-offering basis. Call
772-692-7281 for information. Unity of Stuart,
211 SE Central Parkway, Stuart. 772-286-3878.
UnityofStuart.org.

tuesday
Yoga – 8:30-9:30am. Our classes welcome everyone, regardless of fitness level, or yoga experience.
Martha will help you to take your practice where
you’d like to go. $5. Fitness Club M I 260 E Merritt
Island Cswy Suite 2, Merritt Island. 321-455-2227.
TheYogiPerogi.com.
Terrific Tuesdays with Community Acupuncture
– 9am-5pm. Early week slump? Feel better quick
with an easy and effective acupuncture treatment.
$30. Absolute Integrated Medicine, 1575 Indian
River Blvd., Suite C-130 and C-136, Vero Beach.
772-770-6184. AcupunctureVeroBeach.com.
Relax, Renew, Revitalize: Yoga for Beginners
– 9-10:15am. Gentle Hatha Yoga class includes
asana(postures), pranayama(breathwork) and yoga
nidra meditation with Patti Akers RYT. $10 or yoga
membership. Use back door for entry. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.
Basic Yoga for Inner Peace - 10-11:30am. Join
yoga instructor Nancy Miller, for one hour of basic
yoga poses followed by a half hour of guided meditation/Yoga Nidra. $10 suggested love offering.

The North Central Florida
Natural Awakenings Magazine is FOR SALE
Serving Alachua, Bradford, Marion and Sumter counties,
plus The Villages.
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Fort Pierce
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To register call Nancy Miller at 772-214-0892.
Unity of Stuart, 211 SE Central Parkway, Stuart.
772-286-3878. UnityofStuart..org.
Ageless Community Acupuncture - 2-7pm. Tuesday – Saturday. A proven, affordable pathway to
better health, wellbeing and restoring your youthful glow. The volume of conditions acupuncture
can help is extraordinary. Sessions under $30. Visit
DrJeanneMaguire.com for details. Ageless Natural
Medicine, 3270 Suntree Blvd. Community Room
#102C, Melbourne. 321-757-4047.

Looking for a pickup
location near YOU?
We have over 1,100
Distribution Locations!
LUCKY’S MARKET

Chair Yoga – 2-3pm. A 6-week class lead by
Kathleen Greco. Class $40 for 6 or $10 per class.
(Registration required call 203-232-9763) Unity
of Fort Pierce, 3414 Sunrise Blvd, Ft. Pierce.
RSVP 203-232-9763.
Kid Yoga (7-11 years) – 4-5pm. These fun and
enriching classes incorporate poses, breathing,
relaxation, games, positive thinking, creative
visualization and so much more. With Karuna
Devi (16 years’ experience). $10 or parent’s yoga
membership. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.

3170 W New Haven Ave
W. Melbourne, 321-405-0398
.....................

Qi-gong evenings on the Beach – 4:30-5:30pm. This
class is every Tues-Wed-Thurs. South Beach Park,
17 Street Causeway, Vero Beach. 772-453-6449.

MARY’S HEALTH HUT

Yoga for the Mature Body – 4:30-5:30pm. A
six-week gentle practice class targets the needs
of a maturing body. $40 for 6 or $10 per class.
772-461-2272. Unity of Fort Pierce, 3414 Sunrise
Blvd, Ft. Pierce.

951 Old Dixie Hwy A3
Vero Beach, 772-770-2101
.....................

NATURE’S HEALTHY
HARVEST
2330 N. Wickham Rd, Ste 14
Melbourne 321-610-3989
.....................

NUTRITION SMART
464 SW Port St. Lucie Blvd.
Port St. Lucie 772 323-2222
.....................

ORGANIC FOOD CENTER
862 N. Miramar Ave
Indialantic, 321-724-2383
.....................

PEGGY’S NATURAL FOODS
5839 SE Federal Hwy
Stuart, 772-286-1401
.....................

RED BIRD VITAMIN CO
1895 S. Patrick Dr
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-426-7747
.....................

SUNSEED FOOD CO-OP
6615 N. Atlantic Ave (A1A)
Cape Canaveral, 321-784-0930
.....................

Chakra Balancing Yoga – 5:30-7pm. We will
work our way thru the Chakras, getting them
open and flowing with asanas, breath work and
sounds. Includes Chakra Balancing Meditation.
$10. True Balance Energy Center 8800 US Hwy
1, Suite 1 Sebastian. 772-559-0866. TrueBalanceEnergyCenter.com.
Hatha Yoga – 5:45-6:45pm. Asanas modified to
match the student’s ability to receive the benefit
of the practice without strain. Multi-level class for
beginners and intermediates. Ellen Cameron has
35 years of experience. $10 or yoga membership.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy
A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.
Reiki Healing Circle - 6-7:30pm. Bring your
body into balance, relax, and feel peaceful with
this Japanese technique for stress reduction.
Come experience Reiki for yourself, you will be
amazed. Donations accepted. Spark of Divine,
LLC Healing and Learning Center, 1789 Old Dixie Hwy Downtown Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
SparkofDivine.com.

wednesday
Wonderful Wednesday with Community Acupuncture – 9am-5pm. Make your mid-week great
with a fast, easy and convenient board-certified
acupuncture treatment... $30. Absolute Integrated
Medicine, 1575 Indian River Blvd., Suite C-130,
Vero Beach. 772-770-6184.
Bones Makers – 9:45-10:30am. A blend of yoga,
ballet and post rehab exercises. $30 per month
prepaid or $8 drop in, join anytime. AFAA certified
teacher, Vicki Buckley. Wickham Senior Center
2785 Leisure Way, Melbourne. 321-759-4962.
Qi-gong A Healing Workout – 10:30-11:30am.
Body breathing, stretching and movements to
massage the internal organs. $10 per class. The
Cloudwalker, 1590 Oslo Road, Vero Beach.
772-453-6449.
Gentle Yoga for Beginners - 10:30-11:30am. A
gentle, hatha yoga practice for beginners. Integrating body, mind, and spirit with yoga postures
(asana), breathing exercises (pranayama) and
deep relaxation with Debby Jeffries. $10 or yoga
membership. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Insight Meditation - 11am-Noon. Experience
the benefits of living from a clear, focused, and
peaceful mind through engaging in a meditative
practice with Rev. Janice Cary. Unity of Fort
Pierce, 3414 Sunrise Blvd. Fort Pierce. Love
offerings accepted.
Yoga for Teens & Tweens (Ages 10 - 15) 4-5pm. Through poses, rhythmic breathing,
mudras, relaxation and meditation, a continuing education in Yoga will be received. Ageappropriate topics such as: positive body image,
managing stress, cultivating a peaceful mind
and more will be explored. Instructor: Karuna
Devi. $10 or parent’s yoga membership. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Qi-gong Evenings on the Beach – 4:30-5:30pm. This
class is every Tues-Wed-Thurs. South Beach Park, 17
Street Causeway, Vero Beach.772- 453-6449.
Posturcize - 5:30-6:30pm. Have fun learning
how to achieve and maintain healthy posture and
joint function, from toes to nose. $5. Space Coast
Wellness Center, 725 S. Apollo Blvd., Melbourne.
321-917-4529.

2916 S. Washington Ave
Titusville, 321-269-4848

The Open Way Satsang – 7pm. Calling all souls
who would like to explore the depths and heights
of consciousness. Awakening beyond the sense
of a separate self. How far down the rabbit hole
would you like to explore? All are welcome. Love
offering. Unity of Stuart, 211 SE Central Parkway, Stuart. 772-286-3878. UnityofStuart.org.

Yoga in The Village – 6-7pm. Enrichment of the
mind, nourishment of the body, uplifting of the
soul. Each class is tailored to the participants $10.
Discount packages available. The Zen Room,
631 Brevard Avenue #C, Cocoa Village. 321-5448541. View full schedule at TheZenRoom.info.

Visit my-NA.com and
click on Find Us to search
for a location near you.

Prenatal Yoga – 7-8pm.Attention expecting
mommas, join us for prenatal yoga leaving
you and your baby relaxed and recharged. $13.
The Yogi Perogi 559 W Eau Gallie Blvd, Melbourne.321-704-3316.

Tai Chi Class (with Chi Gung) – 5:45-6:45pm.
Nature Nelson teaches Yang-style long-form
Tai Chi, along with Chi Gung healing systems.
Experience the flowing energy, improved health
& balance. Recommended for beginners. $10 or

SUNSHINE HEALTH
FOOD STORE
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yoga membership. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.
Boot Camp – 6-7pm. (Co-ed) Challenge yourself
with this fast- paced, calorie-blasting workout,
using the traditional Boot Camp style approach.
Boot Camp is geared toward all get you fit, get
you healthy with Brittany Y. $5. Fitness Club M
I,260 E Merritt Island Cswy Suite 2, Merritt Island.
321-455-2227.
Hatha Yoga with Marilyn – 6:30-7:45pm. This
gentle form of yoga combines physical well-being
and balances body, mind, and spirit using guided
yoga postures, stretching and breathing. Bring
your own mat. $5 per class, paid at door. Pelican
Beach Clubhouse, 1495 Hwy A1A, Satellite Beach.
321-773-6458.

thursday

(772) 224-2444
1649 SE Port Saint Lucie Blvd. 34952
downtoearthyogastudio@gmail.com

www.dte-yoga.com

Bringing the practice of Yoga Down To Earth for all to enjoy!
• Foundation/Beginners
• Flowstorative
• Power Vinyasa

• Restorative Yoga
• Kundalini
• Sunrise Yoga

• Yoga I & II Level
• Yin Yoga
• Monthly workshops

Buy 1 Regular class for $20 Get The Second Class FREE!
(2nd class expires in 10 days)

Join us on facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DownToEarthYoga/

Do You Know What’s in Your Water?

Yoga – 8:30-9:30am. Our classes welcome everyone, regardless of fitness level, or yoga experience.
Terri B. will help you to take your practice where
you’d like to go, also 6pm. $5. Fitness Club M
I,260 E Merritt Island Cswy Suite 2, Merritt Island.321-455-2227.
Thankful for Thursday with Community Acupuncture – 9am-5pm. Take your health to the
next level with acupuncture treatments. Easy,
affordable, convenient. $30. Absolute Integrated
Medicine, 1575 Indian River Blvd., Suite C-130
and C-136, Vero Beach. 772-770-6184. AcupunctureVeroBeach.com.

44.95

Be safe with a $
Whole House
Filtration System! PER MONTH

Call your Culligan Man® today to learn about the benefits of
Water Softening and Drinking Water throughout your home.

Morning Hatha Yoga – 9-10am. Cindy Jo certified
Integral Yoga instructor will lead you through a flowing series of poses designed to stretch, strengthen,
and tone the body while relaxing the mind. All levels
welcome. $10 (or yoga membership). Use back door
for entry. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave.
(Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.
Prayer Circle – 11-11:30am. Bring prayer requests
and join us for affirmative prayer. Unity of Port St
Lucie, 8645 US 1 (Crowne Plaza), Port St Lucie.
772-878-9819.
Stuart Tai Chi Easy and Qigong - 2-3pm. Weekly
practice group for relaxation, balance, focus, mindbody awareness and fun! Tai Chi Easy and Qigong
forms may be done seated or standing. Learn more
at ThreeKeysTaiChi.com. $10 drop in, $40 for 6
weeks. Unity of Stuart, 221 Central Parkway, Stuart.
772-475-7561.
Crystal Bowl Meditation – 4-5pm. Learn meditation techniques to quiet the mind and relax the body.
Experience the crystal bowls, toning and a special
sound meditation. Susan Rizzo has over 20 years’
experience teaching sound healing techniques.
$10 (or yoga membership). Aquarian Dreams,
414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
321-729-9495.
Qi-gong Evenings on the Beach – 4:30-5:30pm. This
class is every Tues-Wed-Thurs. South Beach Park, 17
Street Causeway, Vero Beach. 772-453-6449.

Bottled Water
SPECIAL!

Receive a bottled water cooler and
three 5-gallon bottles each month.

FOR ONLY

23.95

$

PER MONTH

Only one per coupon per customer. Dealer participation may vary. See dealer for details. New customers
only. Limited time offer. Not valid with other offers. ©2014 Culligan International Company

Culligan of Melbourne

CulliganCentralFlorida.com
321-255-5562

Balance your Body, Mind & Spirit
Laura
Marilyn
Hatha Yoga
Mon. & Wed.
6:30-7:45 pm

Hatha Yoga
Tues. & Thurs.
8:30-9:45 am

Pelican Beach
Club House

Satellite Beach
Civic Center

HATHA YOGA • 321-773-6458
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Beginner Qigong Class - 5:30-6:30pm. Learn how
to move your energy for self-healing, remove toxins
and negative emotions, meditate, breast cancer
prevention technique, weight loss. Suitable for all
ages. Donations given to the church. Saint Mary’s
Episcopal Church, 623 SE Ocean Blvd., Stuart.
772-284-1122. AcupunctureByAndrea.com
Gentle Hatha Yoga with Teren - 5:45-6:45pm.
Gentle Hatha yoga classes with a focus on healing and meditation. Instructor Teren Nichols is a
licensed intuitive massage therapist. $10 (or yoga
membership). Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Yoga in the Village - 6-7pm. Yoga: enrichment of the
mind, nourishment of the body, uplifting of the soul.
Each class is tailored to the participants. $10, discount
packages available. Please go to TheZenRoom.info
to see our full schedule. The Zen Room, 631 Brevard
Ave., C, located at the west end of the building down
sidewalk alley. Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.

friday
Fabulous Friday with Community Acupuncture
– 9am-2pm. Feel your best this weekend with a
board certified acupuncture treatment proven
to help you feel great. $30. Absolute Integrated
Medicine, 1575 Indian River Blvd., Suite C-130
& C-136, Vero Beach. 772-770-6184. AcupunctureVeroBeach.com.
Fort Pierce Tai Chi Easy and Qigong - 10-11am.
Weekly practice group for relaxation, balance, fo-

cus, mind-body awareness and fun! Tai Chi Easy
and Qigong forms may be done seated or standing. Learn more at ThreeKeysTaiChi.com. $10
drop in, $40 for 6 weeks. Unity of Fort Pierce,
3414 Sunrise Blvd., Fort Pierce. 772-475-7561.
Yoga – 10am. Beginning Yoga led by certified
Ashtanga Yoga Instructor Lana Iannuccilli. Bring
yoga mat, towel, and water. Suggested minimum
love offering-$5. Unity of Port St Lucie, 8645 US
1 (Crowne Plaza), Port St Lucie. 772-878-9819.
Bone Makers – 10:30-11:30am. A blend of
yoga, ballet and post rehab exercises. $30 per
month prepaid or $8 drop in, join anytime.
AFAA certified teacher, Vicki Buckley. Hobbs
Pharmacy.133 N. Banana River Drive Merritt
Island. 321-759-4962.
Yoga for Beginners – 10:30-11:30am. Instruction and support in learning about foundation
poses, proper pose alignment, breathing techniques and meditation with Cindy Jo. $10 (or
yoga membership). Aquarian Dreams, 414 N.
Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321729-9495.
Family Yoga for all ages (ages 3 & up) – 5-6pm.
This class is designed for parents and children,
Child friendly language is used to guide visualization, breathing, poses and meditation. Led
by Julie Bobrofsky a certified yoga instructor,
Reiki 2 practitioner and therapist for ages 3-12.
$10 or yoga membership for child and parent.
($5 for each additional child). Aquarian Dreams,
414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
321-729-9495.

Restorative Yoga and Divine Sleep Yoga Nidra 6:30-8pm. Poses supported by props to stretch and
open the body while feeling nurtured. Passive but
powerful practice that can lower heart rate, blood
pressure and balance the nervous system, improve
digestion, and lower stress. All levels welcome. $10
or yoga membership. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy. A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
KarenHedley.com.
Reiki Circle – 7-8pm. An ancient spiritual practice
of Universal Life Energy healing. Love Offering.
Unity of Fort Pierce, 3414 Sunrise Blvd, Fort Pierce.
772-461-2272. UnityofFortPierce.com. (No Reiki
on October 27)

saturday
Super Saturday in Community Acupuncture –
9am-2pm. Start your weekend off with a fantastic
acupuncture treatment - easy, affordable, convenient. $30. Absolute Integrated Medicine. 1575
Indian River Blvd., Ste C-130, Vero Beach. 772770-6184. AcupunctureVeroBeach.com.
Ageless Community Acupuncture – 9am-4pm. A
proven, affordable pathway to better health, wellbeing and restoring your youthful glow. The volume
of conditions acupuncture can help is extraordinary.
Sessions under $30. Visit DrJeanneMaguire.com for
details. Ageless Natural Medicine, 3270 Suntree Blvd.
Community Room #102C, Melbourne. 321-757-4047.
Yoga in The Village – 10-11am. Enrichment of
the mind, nourishment of the body, uplifting of the

Meet Your

Natural Match
On Our Newly
Upgraded Website
We invite you to join and
experience a truly conscious,
loving, dating environment
with amazing members.
Autumn is here; be proactive
by joining today. Your natural
match is waiting to meet you!

Try for FREE or sign up for new memberships at NaturalAwakeningsSingles.com
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soul. Each class is tailored to the participants $10.
Discount packages available. The Zen Room, 631
Brevard Avenue #C, Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.
View full schedule at TheZenRoom.info.

Is Your Head on Straight?

Qi-gong: A healing Workout – 10:30-11:30am.
Conscious body breathing with movement and visualization. $10 per class. The Cloudwalker, 1590
Oslo Road, Vero Beach. 772-453-6449.
Tai Chi – 2-3pm. Unity of Port St Lucie, 8645 US
1 (Crowne Plaza), Port St Lucie. 772-878-9819.
Chanting – 3-4pm. Charlie Ottesen teaches and leads
in these oneness practices that we all can experience.
They help us in our practice of meditation, oneness
and improved health. Classes can be attended separately. Suggested minimum love offering-$5. Unity
of Port St Lucie, 8645 US 1 (Crowne Plaza), Port St
Lucie. 772-878-9819.

classifieds
OPPORTUNITIES
START A CAREER YOU CAN BE PASSIONATE ABOUT. Publish your own Natural
Awakenings magazine. Home based business
complete with comprehensive training and
support system. New franchises are available or
purchase a magazine that is currently publishing. Call 239-530-1377 or visit NaturalAwakeningsMag.com/mymagazine

Aligned

Misaligned

If the first two bones in your neck are misaligned, communication between the brain and body is
interrupted and can cause numerous health problems. Upper Cervical Care focuses on locating and
correcting this misalignment to restore 100% nerve transmission from the brain to every part of your
body. Our office performs this correction using a precision sound wave percussion adjusting instrument.
This procedure offers patients a gentle, painless and precise treatment for the upper cervical treatment.

ǲ ǳ
ǡ ͕͖͛Ǥ  Ǩ
Reserve your seat by calling (321) 622-4447.

Dr. Renee Hahn & Dr. Ryan Dalzell, Upper Cervical Chiropractors
1600 W. Eau Gallie Blvd., Ste. 104, Melbourne

(321) 622-4447

•

www.UpperCervicalCare.com

COMMUNITY
DONATIONS NEEDED FOR CENTRAL
BREVARD HUMANE SOCIETY – The
Merritt Island Adoption Center and CBHS
Shelter is in need of donations like Purina Cat,
Kitten and Puppy Chow, canned food (kittens,
puppies, cats and dogs), kitten formula (KMR),
distilled water, blankets, comforters, sheets,
towels, dog and cat toys, paper towels, rubbing
alcohol, hand soap, Clorox bleach, Fabuloso,
laundry and dish soap. All donated items can
be brought to the Humane Society, located
at 1020 Cox Road in Cocoa. CritterSavers.
com 321-636-3343 ext. 214.
THE DAILY BREAD SOUP KITCHEN IS
IN DIRE NEED OF EATING UTENSILS
– metal forks and spoons. Donations may
be dropped off at the kitchen, 815 East Fee
Avenue, Melbourne, 7 days a week, 7:30am2:30pm. 321-723-1060.

COMING IN JANUARY
NATURAL LIVING

2018 Directory
Feature Your Business!

Reach more than 57000 Natural Awakenings
readers all year long. Attract new customers and
increase your business with our cost-efficient
advertising in print and online starting as low as $39.

SPECIAL PACKAGES
for DISPLAY ADS in Natural
Awakenings’ Annual Directory, ask
us how to get your listing FREE!

EARLY BIRD SAVINGS: NOV 3RD

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED - Can you spare
two hours a week to deliver meals to Brevard’s
most frail seniors? The work is very rewarding
and only you can put a smile on the face of
those seniors who are homebound. If interested please call the Meals on Wheels office
at 321-639-8770.

FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT IN ESTABLISHED
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE. Perfect for any
professional, healthcare, or personal service.
Call 321-676-0020. Located in a busy Indialantic
shopping center.

Call today 321-426-0080 or visit my-NA.com/NLD
natural awakenings
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thenaturaldirectory
Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in our
community. To find out how you can be included in The Natural Directory
email Kris@mynaturalawakenings.com to request our media kit.
ANNA COLLINGS, A.P., D.O.M.

ACUPUNCTURE

150 Fortenberry Rd Ste B
Merritt Island, 321-289-1560
Phase9Align.com.

ABSOLUTE INTEGRATED MEDICINE
Jill Jaynes, AP, DOM
Beth Myers, AP, DOM
Melissa Veaudry, AP, DOM
1575 Indian River Blvd, Ste C-130 & 136
Vero Beach, 772-770-6184
AcupunctureVeroBeach.com
Community acupuncture provides affordable acupuncture treatments in a relaxing group setting - $30
flat fee, no appointment necessary. Call for hours.
Private appointments available; most insurance accepted. See ad, page 31.

Kris Urquhart, Publisher
Kris@my-NA.com
321-426-0080
my-NA.com

Barbara Thurman, AP, CCT
Ronald Mullen, AP, DOM
Marla Williams, CCT
Stuart, 772-781-5353
PointOfHealth.com
Serving the Treasure Coast since
1996, our Doctors of Oriental Medicine have over 40 years of combined
experience. Our practice incorporates Traditional and Modern Oriental Medicine, along with the latest
advances in complementary care. We offer the highest quality herbs, supplements, and Digital Infrared Thermal Imaging (Thermography), along with
traditional methods such as Cupping, Moxa, and
Essential Oil treatments. Nationally certified, we
have served on the Florida Board of Acupuncture (8
Years) and been honored as Florida’s Acupuncturist
of the Year. See ad, page 30.

AGELESS NATURAL MEDICINE
3270 Suntree Blvd Suite 103A
Melbourne, 321-757-4047
DrJeanneMaguire.com
Offers acupuncture, homeopathy,
herbal and nutritional medicine.
An approachable, natural pathway
for better health and well-being.
Specializing in intestinal, hormonal & emotional distress.

MARCELA BOWIE, D.O.M., AP
325 5th Ave Suite 205
Indialantic, 321-961-8243
NoWorriesNaturalMedicine.com
Dr. Bowie uses acupuncture, herbal
medicine, injection therapy, cupping,
and tuina to treat many conditions
ranging from asthma, headaches, pain
and neurological and GYN disorders.
See ad, page 32.
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Aiding the body & mind’s natural
healing with Traditional Chinese
Medicine including Acupuncture,
herbs, healing foods, Qigong Meditation and CranioSacral Therapy.

Natural Awakenings is your multimedia resource for natural and
eco-friendly living. Print, online,
mobile, and social media options to
keep up with the latest natural living
news. Reaching over 70,000 loyal
readers each month and thousands more online and
with our iPhone/iPad app – you can keep Natural
Awakenings at your fingertips.

ALTERNATIVE HEALING
AWARENESS CENTER

ACUPUNCTURE AND NATURAL
HEALING CENTER
Barbara Thurman, AP, CCT
Marla Williams, CCT
Stuart, 772-781-5353
PointOfHealth.com
The first and finest Thermography
Center on the Treasure Coast, since
2001! We offer the area’s most affordable screening packages which
include all reports, images, and optional flash drive for your own digital record. We have the latest and best equipment
and trained Certified Clinical Thermographers.
Thermography is safe, painless, and radiation free.
Remember early detection saves lives. Thermal
breast screening offers a new way of managing
breast health by offering insight into ways of staying healthy and not just detecting disease or dysfunction. See ad, page 30.

CHILDREN’S
HEALTH
CHILDREN’S HEALTHCARE
OF BREVARD
Margaret Witzleb, MSN, ARNP
2351 W. Eau Gallie Blvd Ste 4
Melbourne, 321-775-0477
AFFORDABLE, QUALITY pediatric health care
offering both alternative and traditional choices
for your child’s health, regardless of immunization or insurance status. Home-birthed infants
welcome!

CHIROPRACTIC

633C Brevard Ave
Cocoa Village, 321-261-5975
OurAwarenessCenter.com

CLOW CHIROPRACTIC

Offering a wide-range of services and classes to facilitate healing: Access Consciousness, Usui
& Karuna Reiki, Cellular Memory/Trauma Release, Coaching
and Counseling, Energy Healing.
MA67581, MM28899.

CARE NATURAL
WELLNESS CENTER
Brian P. Walsh, D.C.
1051 Eber Blvd. #102
Melbourne, 321-728-1387
CareWellnessFL.com

145 Palm Bay Rd NE, Ste 120
W Melbourne, 321-725-8778
ClowChiropractic.com
Clow Chiropractic has been providing a full spectrum of natural
health-care for over 25 years.
Services include chiropractic
adjustments, nutritional support,
massage (MM#2166), physiotherapy, and rehab.

EPLETT CHIROPRACTIC
LIFE CENTER

Holistic services for the whole family include Designed Clinical Nutrition, Chiropractic Care, free Health
Talks, homeopathics and other natural products. See ad, page 35.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

BREAST
SCREENING

429 Fifth Ave
Indialantic, 321-733-4434
Facebook.com/EplettChiropractic
Upper cervical and full spinal care for the entire
family. Affordable pricing and family plans. The
power that made the body heals the body!
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COACHING
CAROL BAXTER
772-359-8924
Relationship Rescue Coach
The Inspired Living Center
TheInspiredLivingCenter.com
ClientCare@TheInspiredLivingCenter.com
As a Relationship Rescue Coach,
Carol inspires and guides people who
are exhausted by constant bickering,
heartbroken by a loss of connection
and fearful that their dream of happily-ever-after will end in breakup or
divorce, by teaching them the skills to find their way
back to appreciation, deep connection and wild and
crazy love. Certified Life and Relationship Coach
through The Relationship Coaching Institute. Call
today for your free Relationship Assessment.

GRATITUDE MAGIC™
Penelope Stetz, Transformation Coach
Treasure Coast, 772-226-0225
PenelopeStetz.com
Discover your Passion! Find your
Purpose! Make a plan! Private/group
coaching sessions available using
Law of Attraction, Jack Canfield’s
Success Principles, and Gratitude
Magic™ techniques.

REV JANICE CARY
Unity of Fort Pierce
3414 Sunrise Blvd,
Ft Pierce, 772-461-2272
Life Coaching offers practical tools
for meaningful living. Relationships,
career, and self-confidence flourish as
you learn to trust yourself. Spiritual
counseling reminds you of your ability to face life in faith. See ad, page 25.

CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY
GINGER TAYLOR, LMT
Melbourne / Palm Bay
321-480-9986
MassagesWithPurpose.com
CranioSacral Therapy releases tensions deep within the soft tissue,
calming the central nervous system.
It relieves pain and dysfunction and
improves whole-body health and
performance, addressing: Fibromyalgia, TMJ, anxiety, neurological disorders, migraines and more! MA75423/ MM35261

DENTISTRY

SPIRITUAL SERVICES WITH
LAURA BEERS
Melbourne, Skype, Phone, Travel
321-751-4766
HealYourSpirit2.com
Acquire Mind/Body/Spirit balance skills in your
personal life or in business. Improve health, release
weight and stress, heal grief. Psychic Mediumship
private/group Readings. Motivational Speaker.

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
AUDRA RACANIELLO, LMT, CT
320 Fourth Ave, Indialantic
321-616-5977
AudraRacaniello@gmail.com
Choose colon hydrotherapy for the health of your
colon. Waste is gently, safely and effectively removed using purified water and disposable equipment. MA79695.

Tami Garside
1542 Guava Ave, Melbourne
321-544-8607
This artsy salon is the exclusive carrier of the ecofriendly line of Organic Colour Systems products. Get
the hair color you want without the chemical damage!

HEALTH FOOD
LUCKY’S MARKET
3170 W New Haven Ave
W. Melbourne, 321-405-0398
LuckysMarket.com
Lucky’s Market is a natural grocer, providing a wide
range of organic, natural, local, and private label products to fit every need.

SMILE DESIGN AND
WELLNESS CENTER
Dr. Chris Edwards
Dr. Rob Brown
Viera, 321-751-7775
SDICFL.com

MARY’S HEALTH HUT

Innovative, comprehensive, biologic dentistry.
Mercury safe removal, high tech office, low radiation digital x-rays. Lasers-no shot, no drill.
Ozone therapy. See ad, page 39.

Wide selection of vitamins, supplements, herbs, books,
skin and body care products, gluten-free and organic
items. “We’re More Than a Health Food Store.”

951 Old Dixie Hwy A3
Vero Beach, 772-770-2101

NATURES DEN HERBS & VITAMINS
8579 S. US Highway 1, Port Saint Lucie
772-878-9704
Facebook.com/NaturesDenLLC

CLAIRE STAGG, DDS, PA
Comprehensive Mercury Free Dental
Care for the Whole Family
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-777-2797
SmileProfessionals.com
Whole body connections and anti-aging Dentistry advanced non-surgical TMJ, snoring and sleep
breathing disorders therapy, head, neck and facial pain treatment, non-extraction orthodontics,
smile makeovers and dentistry for patients with
multiple chemical sensitivities. See ad, page 47.

GARDENING-ORGANIC
COACHING:
INTUITIVE HEALTH

STUDIO C

GARDEN EASY
Teresea 321-312-9783
Courtney 321-312-5819
GardenEasyGardenst.wix.com/Garden-Easy
Organic gardening done for
you: raised beds or an edible
yard. Discounts, weekly service and help with harvesting
available also. Hands-on, home-school classes.

HAIR SALON
PURELY ORGANIC SALON FOR HAIR
3270 Suntree Blvd, #1250
Melbourne, 321-243-0540
Facebook.com/PurelyOrganicSalon
Longest running organic salon
in Brevard since 2012. Master
Certified Organic Color Salon, also specializing in 100%
Henna color, offering PPDfree color and Formaldehyde-free Keratin.

Bulk Herbs, CBD Hemp Oil, Vitamins & Supplements. Offering Massages and DETOX foot baths.
Blood analysis and Iridology consultations appointment available. Special orders and call-ahead service.

NATURE’S HEALTHY HARVEST
2330 N. Wickham Rd, Ste 14
Melbourne 321-610-3989
NaturesHealthyHarvest.net
NaturesHealthyHarvest@gmail.com
CBD Hemp Oil, vitamins, probiotics, minerals, herbs,
proteins, supplements, detoxes, essential oils, skin
& body care, health equipment, classroom, resource
center, special orders, and more.

NATURE’S MARKET
701 S. Apollo Blvd
Melbourne, 321-724-6936
NaturesMarketMelbourne.com
Large selection of Low Carb/Atkins/Diabetes specialty foods, Gluten & Wheat free specialty foods.
Knowledgeable educated staff. Everyday low prices
on all herbs, supplements and vitamins.

NUTRITION SMART
464 SW Port St. Lucie Blvd
Port St. Lucie 772 323-2222
NutritionSmart.com
Your neighborhood natural organic grocery, vitamins,
and juice bar. Committed to providing the community
with products necessary for a healthy lifestyle. Free
weekly in-store classes.
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HEALTH FOOD CONT.
ORGANIC FOOD CENTER
862 N. Miramar Ave
Indialantic, 321-724-2383
OrganicFoodCenter.com
Natural & Organic grocery with wide selection of
vitamins and supplements. Organic café with fresh
wheat grass, vegetable juices and smoothies, vegan and gluten-free soups, sandwiches and salads.

MAMA JO’S SUNSHINE HERBALS

PETER O’DELL, MA

1300 Pinetree Drive, Ste 3
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-779-4647

568 SE Maple Terrace, Port St Lucie
772-497-6744, 561-302-7731
StLucieHypnosis.com
Success-Is-Easy.com
Success@QTH.com

Enjoy a cup of complementary tea in the relaxing
atmosphere of herbs and handmade herbal delights.
Bulk Herbs, Handmade Products, Consultations,
Classes, and Supplies. Teas, tinctures, lotions, soaps,
facial products, salves, and more. See ad, page 41.

THE HERB CORNER
277 N. Babcock St
Melbourne, 321-757-7522

RED BIRD VITAMIN CO
1895 S. Patrick Dr
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-426-7747
Facebook.com/RedBirdVitaminCo
Instagram-RedBirdVitaminCo
We offer high quality supplements, herbs and foods
with pure ingredients in
an atmosphere that is welcoming and staff eager to
help. Special orders welcome.

SUNSEED FOOD CO-OP
6615 N. Atlantic Ave (A1A)
Cape Canaveral, 321-784-0930
SunseedFoodCoop.com
Community-owned, Not-for-Profit Co-op founded in 1974. Largest selection of vitamins & herbs
in Brevard. Organic produce and much more.
Open Mon-Fri 9:30-7, Sat-Sun 10-6.

SUNSHINE HEALTH FOOD STORE
2916 S. Washington Ave
Titusville, 321-269-4848
SunHF.com
Providing nutritional health counseling in a truly holistic fashion by offering massage, acupuncture, cholesterol testing, blood typing along with vitamins,
minerals, herbs, homeopathics and natural foods.

HERBS & SUPPLEMENTS
euFLORIA HEALING LLC
Laura Olson, Native Herbologist
6993 Hancock Dr
Port St Lucie, 772-418-2200
Leolson24@gmail.com
euFLoriaHealing.com
euFLoria healing LLC is a homeopathic herbal local business that uses wild harvested
and homegrown plant medicine to optimize the body’s
potential to reach homeostasis.
euFLoria healing works alongside traditional medication and treatment, aiming
to heal health issues at the root of the problem.
Contact for dried herbs, personal remedies, and
workshop information. See ad, page 11.
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Bulk Herbs, Herbal Certification Course and other
herbal classes. Essential oils, handmade salves and
lotions, customized herbal blends and private consultations. See ad, page 9.

HOLISTIC MEDICINE
WELLNESS FROM WITHIN
1131 7th Ave, Vero Beach
772-999-5190
WellnessfromWithinCenter.com
Holistic medicine center and apothecary offering BodyTalk, Chinese
Medicine, Acupuncture, Functional
Medicine, herbs, homeopathy, and
crystals to help you on YOUR journey to the wellness within.

HYPNOTHERAPY
ELIZABETH L. CAMPBELL, BCH, CI,
MNLP, CTH
611 SW. Federal Hwy, Suite K-1
In Stuart since 2003
Stuart, 772-291-7813
TranceformU.com
Elizabeth@TranceformU.com
Bringing the best of hypnotherapy,
NLP and ThetaHealing for a comprehensive approach to the work of
bringing about healing and change
in the mind/body/ spirit. Hypnosis
and NLP work seamlessly together
to change old patterns of behavior and limiting
beliefs. ThetaHealing reaches deeply into the programming of the subconscious to bring about dramatic and rapid healing and change. Find out what
can be done for your own personal situations, from
traditional applications such as Stop Smoking and
Weight Loss to reconnecting to your Spirituality,
and anything in between. Questions welcome.

HYPNOTHERAPY BY JENNY
Jenny Battig
Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist
HypnotherapybyJenny.com
321-345-8971
Access the power of your inner
mind to reduce stress, lose extra
weight, stop smoking, or overcome
other behaviors/patterns that have
been holding you back!

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

Broken hearted? Patterns of victimization? Smoker? Over- weight?
Spiritual issues? With over 32 years
of experience, Peter brings a wealth
of insight and techniques together to
help you make the changes you want
to make. Your life can literally change in an instant.
NLP certification classes available. He is a Master
NLP Trainer and Master Hypnotist.

INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE
MELISSA DEAN, M.D.
Dean Wellness Institute
Premiere Center for Regenerative Medicine
Vero Beach, 772-567-1500
Age Management, Weight Loss,
Preventative Medicine, Andropause,
Bioidentical Hormone Replacement,
Lifestyle Management, Vitamin Evaluation, Nutrition and many other integrative therapies. See ad, back cover.

RADIANTLY HEALTHY MD
Rebecca Hunton, MD
150 Fifth Ave Ste C
Indialantic, 321-254-6803
DrHunton.com
Integrative Medicine featuring traditional and natural options. First Line
Therapy Program, IV Therapy, consultations for Bioidentical Hormones,
ADHD, Autism, Menopause, Andropause, Fertility, and much more. See
ads, pages 25 & 33.

INTUITIVE READINGS
TESS, THE TREASURE
COAST MEDIUM
Intuitive Medium, Reiki Master,
Past Life Regressions
By appointment: 772-200-0016
TessTheHealer@gmail.com
TreasureCoastMedium.com
Meetup.com/Spiritual-AwakeningDevelopment-Group-PSL-FL
Are you grieving the loss of a loved
one and need closure? Did you miss
the chance to say ‘Goodbye’? Or
are you in need of divine guidance
about your career, love life, or finances? Allow the Angels to help
you make the right decisions. Learn
how to cultivate your own intuition through classes
offered in spiritual development.
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LOCAL FARMS
FLORIDA FIELDS TO FORKS, CSA
1200 Corey Road
Malabar, 321-431-7259
FloridaFieldsToForks.com
A local CSA farm, offering beyond organically raised grass-fed/
grass-finished Angus
beef, Berkshire pork, Katahdin lamb, chicken eggs,
raw cow and goat milk, vegetables, and more.

LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE
THERAPY

PET SUPPLIES:
NATURAL

PILATES
PILATES & YOUR PALATE
705 SE 5th Street
Stuart, 772-485-6585
PilatesandYourPalate.com

NATURAL PET
SPECIALTY SHOP
398-B N Harbor City Blvd
Melbourne, 321-259-3005
NaturalPetSpecialtyShop.com
Featuring:
grainfree,
high-quality
protein, raw & organic pet foods,
treats, supplements,
homeopathic and herbal remedies, chemicalfree grooming products, natural flea & tick supplies and much more.

GINGER TAYLOR, LMT
Melbourne / Palm Bay
321-480-9986
MassagesWithPurpose.com
Lymphatic Drainage is a gentle technique for treatment of lymphedema
(occurring after lymph nodes are removed during surgery, most often a
mastectomy for breast cancer). Also,
beneficial for post-surgical swelling, stimulating the immune system, plastic surgery
scars and swelling, edema reduction, and more.
MA75423 / MM35261

PEST CONTROL NATURAL
NATURE’S BEST: PEST DETECTION
& ELIMINATION INC
Serving all Central Florida Counties
State Certified, Licensed and Insured
NatureBestPest.com
321-693-4100
Best pest solutions and pro-active prevention. Situational pest control, organic and low impact, designed specifically for in and around your home.
See ad, page 34.

Pilates and Your Palate is a fully equipped Pilates
studio in Stuart. We offer private instruction and
small group Pilates. Our lovely environment and
amazing instructors’ welcome clients to obtain their
physical goals! Please call us today to book your
first appointment and find out about our new client
special! See ad, page 36.

PRIMARY CARE
PRACTITIONER
HEALTH FOR LIFE

PHARMACY

Melbourne / Cocoa Beach
321-259-0555
HealthForLifeWellnessCenters.com

WEST COCOA PHARMACY &
COMPOUNDING

Primary care physician offering non-drug solutions
for all types of health concerns including non-surgical repairs of torn ligaments. Schedule your free
30-minute consultation today!

2711 Clearlake Rd, #C10
Cocoa, 321-305-6909
CocoaPharmacy.com
Boutique-style full service, independent pharmacy offering delivery, compounding services, compliance packaging, and natural/organic products
in our retail section. Competitive cash pricing and
all major insurance plans.

PHYSICAL VASCULAR
THERAPY
RESTORATIVE HEALTH
SOLUTIONS, LLC
Melbourne & Barefoot Bay
321-408-6850
RestorativeHealthSolutions.net

REIKI
BLISS HEALING ARTS
7000 SE Cutler Trail
Stuart, 772-801-1320
BlissHealing.net
Experience bliss with 5 crystal singing bowls, tuning forks, and Reiki session. A combination of all
three raises the energy for a powerful healing.

INSPIRED HEART

The BEMER uses pulsed electromagnetic energy to activate the
body’s own regenerative abilities
and increases its capacity to heal
itself. Call or visit our website to
schedule a free session.

1420 Old Dixie Hwy
Vero Beach, 772-696-1910
TheInspiredHeart.com
Quality Reiki training from Licensed Teacher with ICRT (www.
reiki.org). We offer Reiki classes,
crystals, and stones. Shop has over
130 types of stones.
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REIKI CONT.
SPARK OF DIVINE LLC

950 43rd Ave
Vero Beach, 772-562-1133
UnityOfVero.com

1789 Old Dixie Hwy
Vero Beach, 772-257-6499
SparkOfDivine.com
Healing and Learning Center with Metaphysical
Gift Shop. Classes and Sessions in Reiki, Angelology, Shamanism, Meditation, Yoga, Qi Gong,
Nia, Crystals, CDs, Books, Candles, Statuary,
Unique Local Artwork, etc.

NATURAL LIVING
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SALT THERAPY
SOUTHERN SALT THERAPIES

Offering salt and massage
therapy from infants to adults
seeking natural relief from
allergies, asthma, sinusitis,
eczema, psoriasis and more.
Single and family package
options available. Located across from St. Lucie Mets First Data Field. I 95 exit #121. See ad,
page 40.

Feature Your Business!

Special packages
for DISPLAY ADS in
Natural Awakenings’ Annual
Directory, ask us how to get
your listing FREE!

SOLAR ENERGY
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS OF
BREVARD, INC.
1536 Cypress Ave
Melbourne, 321-253-3232
321GoSolar.com
Excellence in installing
& servicing commercial
& residential photovoltaics, solar hot water, solar
attic ventilation & pool
heating. Offset or eliminate your rising utility bills. See ad, page 42.

EARLY BIRD SAVINGS: NOV 3RD

Call today 321-426-0080
or visit my-NA.com/NLD

SPIRITUALITY

Barbara Thurman, AP, CCT
Marla Williams, CCT
Stuart, 772-781-5353
PointOfHealth.com
The Treasure Coast leader in Medical Thermography. Our equipment,
training and experience have no
competition! Since 2001 we have
offered the finest thermal screening
available. Thermal breast screening offers a new way of managing
breast health by offering insight into ways of staying
healthy and not just detecting disease or dysfunction. Upper body and full body screening is also
available. Marla L Williams, CCT, not only will scan
in our clinic, but is also available to travel to offsite
facilities. We offer the area’s most affordable screening packages which include all reports, images, and
optional flash drive for your own digital record. See
ad, page 30.

VETERINARIAN
COASTAL ANIMAL HOSPITAL
WELLNESS CENTER
545 Gus Hipp Blvd
Rockledge, 321-632-3800
CoastalAnimalHospitalRockledge.com
Our full-service hospital offers Animal Chiropractic,
Laser Therapy, I-Therm, Clinical Nutrition and Raw
Food diets, Acupuncture, and Homeopathy. Our patients and clients Love Integrative Care.

YOGA
HATHA YOGA WITH MARILYN

Enjoy inspiring messages, music and a
like-minded community living practical
spiritual principles. Providing a philosophy that
is spiritual, not religious, and is based in love.
See ad, page 25.

Space & Treasure Coast Edition

ACUPUNCTURE AND NATURAL
HEALING CENTER

UNITY: A POSITIVE PATH FOR
SPIRITUAL LIVING
UnityOfFortPierce.com
UnityOfPortStLucie.org
UnityOfStuart.org
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A Positive Path for Spiritual Living. Rev. Dan Holloway. Sunday Service: 10
am. Unity Labyrinth open
to the public. Everyone is Welcome!

THERMOGRAPHY

540 NW University Blvd., Suite 107
Port Saint Lucie, 772-877-2128
SouthernSaltTherapies.com

Reach more than 57000 Natural
Awakenings readers all year
long. Attract new customers and
increase your business with our
cost-efficient advertising in print
and online starting as low as $39.

UNITY SPIRITUAL CENTER OF
VERO BEACH

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

Pelican Beach Clubhouse
1495 Highway A1A
Satellite Beach, 321-773-6458
Balance your Body, Mind & Spirit with Hatha Yoga.
Gentle, guided yoga postures with Stretching, Deep
Breathing, and Relaxation. $5 per class through Satellite Recreation Department. See ad, page 51.

PRINTED ON NON-GLOSSY NEWSPRINT TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT

Publish One of the Nation’s
Leading Healthy Living Magazines
Natural Awakenings0DJD]LQH

LVUDQNHGWK1DWLRQDOO\LQ&LVLRQ·V® 2016
7RS+HDOWK )LWQHVV0DJD]LQHVOLVW
1.
2.
3.
4.

Spry Living – 8,907,303
Shape – 2,521,203
Men’s Health – 1,852,715
Prevention – 1,539,872

5. Natural Awakenings – 1,536,365
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Women’s Health – 1,511,791
Weight Watchers Magazine – 1,126,168
Dr. Oz The Good Life – 870,524
Vim & Vigor – 789,000
Experience Life – 700,000

Cision® is the world’s leading source of media research.
For more information, visit www.cision.com or follow @Cision on Twitter.

Own a Natural Awakenings0DJD]LQH
7XUQ<RXU3DVVLRQ,QWR$%XVLQHVV
$VDNatural AwakeningsSXEOLVKHU\RXFDQ
0HDQLQJIXO1HZ&DUHHU
HPSRZHU\RXUVHOIDQGRWKHUVWRFUHDWHDKHDOWKLHU /RZ,QLWLDO,QYHVWPHQW
ZRUOGZKLOHZRUNLQJIURP\RXUKRPHHDUQLQJDQ
3URYHQ%XVLQHVV
LQFRPHGRLQJVRPHWKLQJ\RXORYH
6\VWHP
1RSXEOLVKLQJH[SHULHQFHLVQHFHVVDU\<RX¶OO
+RPH%DVHG%XVLQHVV
ZRUNIRU\RXUVHOIEXWQRWE\\RXUVHOI:HRIIHUD
FRPSOHWHWUDLQLQJDQGVXSSRUWV\VWHPWKDWDOORZV ([FHSWLRQDO)UDQFKLVH
\RXWRVXFFHVVIXOO\SXEOLVK\RXURZQPDJD]LQH
6XSSRUW 7UDLQLQJ

)RUPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQYLVLW1DWXUDO$ZDNHQLQJV)UDQFKLVHFRP
or call 239-530-1377
*Natural Awakenings recently received the
prestigious FBR50 Franchise Satisfaction
Award from Franchise Business Review.

Contact us about acquiring an existing
publication FOR SALE highlighted in RED*
Natural Awakenings publishes in over 80 markets across the U.S.,
Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic (listed below).
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The Premier Center for

REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
Dr. Melissa Dean has been serving Vero Beach, FL and the surrounding
area for over 15 years. With a welcoming and positive atmosphere,
Dean Wellness Institute provides an integrative approach to medicine.
Every patient that walks through our door will be provided with a customized
plan of care tailored to their individual healthcare and nutritional needs.
Thomas Edison sums up our philosophy best:
Melissa Dean, MD, MMB
Anti-Aging Medicine
Master’s Metabolic
Medicine

“The doctor of the future will give no medicine but will interest his patients in the
care of the human frame, in diet and in the cause and prevention of disease.”

NATURAL & INTEGRATIVE HEALTH CHOICES
Services We Provide...

Catherine Cheries, P.A.

• Age Management, Anti-aging/
Age Reversal Medicine

• Nutritional Programs

• Bio-Identical Hormone Replacement
Therapy for Men & Women

• Preventative Medicine

• Chelation Therapy
(many types offered)

• Oxygen Therapies

• Sports Health Management

• Plus many other
innovative therapies

• Tobacco Cessation
• Vitamin Evaluation

DO YOU SHOW THESE
SIGNS OF AGING?
1. Losing that ROSY GLOW
because of less blood flow?
2. Fine vertical lines around
the mouth?
3. Skin texture becomes less smooth.
As a result, the person looks
“worn,” “tired” or “droopy?”
4. Scars from trauma, acne, or
chicken pox?
The Vampire Facial ® procedure combiness
traditional microneedling therapy with
the technology of platelet rich plasma to
revive and stimulate a healthy youthful
glow that is as unique as you are!

Call today to schedule with Angela!!

1345 36th St, Suite B
Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-567-1500
Gift Certificates Available

DeanWellnessInstitute.com
D

